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In this paper, we study tile language L(O) interpreting Qx as "there 
exist malty .¥ ...". This quantifier is a generalization of the quantifier 
"there exist non-denumerably many x ...". The latter quantifier is intro- 
duced by Mostowski I91 and the Completeness Theorem for logic with 
this quantifier is proved in [61. Here, we define tile notion of a st,,lndard 
model for "there exist mar~y x ...", establish a theorem on the existence 
of standard models and the corresponding Completeness Theorem. This 
is done using a forcing tecl'~nique which we then apply to obtain further 
results in the model theory of L((I). We also consider the notion of an 
explicit generalized quantifier for theories of the language L and relate 
the different ypes of quantifiers. 
Tile text i~s divided into five sections: the first of which contains defi- 
nitions and notation and results relating the quantifier Ox and the expli- 
cit genera:ized quantifier, in the second seclion, the notion of a forcing 
model is 6efined. Except for d!scussion at the endof  Stern's notion of a 
forcing ,n~h,, for L(Q), this section is self-contained. The notion of a 
forcing model is similar to the concept of a forcing property of [ 8 I. In 
the third section, the Standard Model Theorem is proved by means of a 
forcing technique and various corollaries are drawn. In section 4, using 
related methods, we obtain results on chains of models of L(O). In sec- 
tion 5. we discuss a generalization of the method of section 3 and consi- 
der some examples from set theory: section 4 and section, 5 are indepen- 
dent of one another. 
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Throughout this paper, L will denote a countable first order language 
with equality, connectives ^ and -q, universa! quantifier A and relation 
and function symbols. (Individual constants are considered function 
symbols of  zero arguments and propositional constants are considered 
relation symbols of  zero arguments.) By LtQ) we mean the laaguage ob- 
tained by adjoining to L the additional quantifier Q. The set of  formulas 
of L(O) is defined to be the least class containing the formulas of L and 
such that if~0 and ~ are formulas of  L(Q) and x is a v:u'iable, thentp ^ ¢,, 
7 ~o, Ox~o and Ax~o are also formulas of  L(O). The set of  variables occur- 
ring free in a formula ~o of  L(Q) is defined in the usual manner with the 
provision that x is bound in Ox~o. We employ the convention that if ~ is 
a formula of  L(Q) we write ~x  I .... , x k ) to indicate that the free vari- 
ables of ~o are included amongst x I ..... x k . Sentence~ are formulas with- 
out free variables. By a weak mode l  for L(O) we mean a pair ~ = (M, Q), 
where M is a model for the language L and Q is a set of subsets of IMt, 
the field of  M. The notion of  a k-tuple a ! ..... a k satisfying a formula 
~x I ..... x k ) of  L(O) in the weak model )tt is defined by induction on 
the length of formulas; the clause corresponding to the quantifier Qx is 
c#t ~Oxj¢[a  I ..... ak ] o {a ~ IMI: qtt ~ ~o[a I . . . . .  a~ - l ,  a, 
aj+ l .... ,ak l}  ~O . 
The other clauses in the definition of  satisfaction are the usual ones for 
L. We say that a collection of  open formulas of  L(Q) is satisfied in ¢t/t if 
the universal closure of  every formula in the collection is satisfied in q~t. 
Definition 1.1. A weak model r~ of  L(Q) is a model  of L(Q) or a model  
o f  the quanti f ier "there exist  many x ... " i f  the t\qlowing schemes and 
sentences are satisfied in ~7~ :
(Q 1 ) Ax(~o -* ~) -+ (Ox ~o -~ Ox ~) ,  
(Q2) Qx(~a v ~)-~ Qx~o vQx ~,  
(Q3) Ox(x  = x )  , 
(q4) Ay qQ~'(x : y) ,  
where x and y are distinct variables. 
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The conditions (Q',) and (Q2) express the fact that "there exist many 
x...'" is an existential quantifier. Condition (Q3) requires that the uni- 
verse have many elements and condition (Q4) requires that one be not 
many, 
lfcb is a set of  formulas of L(Q), we say that • is consistent if • has 
a model: that is, if there is a model of L(Q) satisfying the tmiversal clo- 
sure of every lk~mlula in ~. We write ~ I -~- ¢ if every model of  • satisfies 
~0. If~o is satisfied in all models of L(Q) we say that ¢ is valid and we 
write I-- ~o. A set of closed formulas of L(Q) closed under consequence 
is called a theory. 
It is clear that the above notions of consistency and consequence for 
I.(Q) correspond to those yielded by a simple set of axioms and rules of  
inference - explicitly, the axioms are (Q 1 )--(Q4) above plus Axiom 0 
and Axiom 3 of [6, § 11 and the rules are modus ponens and generaliza- 
tion. it then follcws that Lemmas 1.6-1.9 of [6, § 1 ] hold for L(O) 
with this axiomatization. We shall use in the course of this paper many 
other valid formulas and schemes of L(Q) without explicitly deriving 
them. For the record, however, we list here some other valid formulas 
of L(Q) which we shall have occasion to use. 
Lemma 1.2. Let ~p and ~b be yormulas o f  L(O) and let x, y, Y l ..... Yn be 
distinct variables of  L(O). We have: 
(a) D ~ ^  Ox~ ~ Ox(~ A ~), i f x  does not occur free ilz ~; 
(b) ~ OxOy(~p A ~) *, QyOx(¢  ^  ~), i f x  does not occur free iu ~oand 
y does not occur free in ~, 
(,:) D Qx ~o ^  ( lx ~ -~ Qx(~o ^  ~ ). where Ox denotes the dual quanti- 
tier q Qx'q; 
(d) F - IOxAy I ... Ay,,(¢-~ ~k) ^ QxVy l  ...Vy,,~0] 
-.,Ox Vy~ ...Vy,,(~^ ~), 
where again Ox denotes "~x T. 
Remark on notation. When as in tile definition below, we denote a for- 
mula by A and a variable by e, we depart from convention. The nota- 
tion ~(x 1 .... , x k ) wi!! continue to signify that the free variables of ~ are 
included among x I ..... x k . 
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Def'mition 1.3~ Let T be a consistent theory of L(Q) and let A = A(~) be 
a formula of L(O) which has t~ among its free variables, We ,say that A(~) 
is a countable-like predicate of 1' if for every formula ~ of L(Q) and 
every variable x not occurring free in A, 
(Q5) T [-OxVt~(O ^ A)-~VaQx(O ^A)  
Intuitively, we can think of (Q5) as a uniformization principle for 
relations 4(x, a) ^  A(a): if the domain of 4(x, ~) ^  A(a) has many ele- 
ments, then on a subset with many elements the relation can be unifor- 
mized by a constant function. The contrapositive of (Q5) is 
(Q5') T t- "-iVaOx (4 ^  A) -* "lOxVt~ (4 ^  A ). 
The scheme (QS') can be interpreted in tile language of ideals: we think 
of a predicate ~k(x) satisfying .-'~x ~(x) as a null set or element of an 
ideal; then A(~) is countable-like if every A(a) indexed union of null 
sets is a null set. 
Yet another equivalent criterion for A(a) to be countable-like is 
(Q5") T ~-OxV~(4 ^ A) -~ V~Ox.~ 
for all formulas 4 of L(Q) and all variables x different from a. To ob- 
tain (Q5) from (Q5"), one simply applies (Q5") with 4 ^  A in place of 
4. 
it is easy to verify that i fA(a) is a countable-like predicate of T, then 
T I-- -IQt~A(a). For suppose that Qt~A(a) is consistent with T; since we 
have 
T I-QxVtx(x = a ^ A(a)) ~ VaQx(x = a ^ A(a)) 
the formula Vt~Qx(A(~) ,~, x = t~) would be consistent with T but this 
contradicts (Q4). However, for A(a) to be countable-like it is not always 
sufficient hat T I-- "lQt~A(t~). (For examples, ee sections 4, 5.) 
An important class of theories of L(O) consists of those which satisfy 
the ftdl Craig-Fuhrken axioms of [61. Such a theory T has among its 
consequences all formulas of the scheme 
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(Q6) QyVx¢-~ VxC/y¢ v ClxVy~0 
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In this case we shall say that T satisfies (Q6). For such theories T, the 
quantif ierQx can be read "'there exist non-denumerably m~my x .,.". 
Theorem 1,4, ,4 theory T satisfies (Q6) (land only if for every A = A(u), 
for every ¢) alttt every varlable x not occurring free in A, 
T t- "IQ(xA -~ [QxV~, (e# ^  A) -~ VeQx(¢  ^  A)I .  
Thus, if T satisfies (Q6), A(cO is a countable-like predicate of T if and 
only if T t- -tO~A(ct). 
Proof, Suppose that T ~atisfies (Q6). When given A(a), ~ and a variable 
x which does not occur tree in ,z, we have T I- OaVx($  ^  A) -+ O(xA, 
siace x is not free in A. Applying (Q6) we obtain 
Hence, 
T t -QxVa($AA) -~ tOaVx($^A)  vVaOx($AA) l  . 
T I-- "lQaA(~) ~ [QxVa($ A A) ~ VaOx($  ^  A)I • 
Conversely, suppose that for all ~i ((x), $ and appropriate x, 
T t-- -1Q~A((~) -~ [QxV0~(~ A A) -~ V(xQx(¢ A A)].  Given ~b, set A to b~ 
Vx $, Then, 
T I- "qQaVx¢ -* [QxVe (¢b AVx¢)  -~ VaQx(¢  ^ Vx¢) ] .  
Notice that T h QxVa(• ^  Vx@) ,~, QxVa¢ and that T I-VaQx(@ ^  
Vx~)) *- VaQx¢. So we have T t- QxVa~) -~ Q(xVx¢ vVcxQx~b, This es- 
tablishes the first part of  the proposition. As for the second part, it has 
already been shown that, i fA(e)  is a countable-like predicate of T, then 
T t- -tQetA(a). On the other hand, if T t-- -'~e~A((x) and T satisfies (Q6), 
by what we have just established, T F- QxVa (d# ^  A ) -~ VaQx (d# A A ), 
whenever x is a variable not occurring free in A. 
Example l.S. Let M be a model of  L such that IMI 1.as cardinality co l 
and let C be a subset of  M which is also of cardinality co I . Let 
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Q = {X: X C_. IM I and X n C is uncountable} . 
Then (M, Q) is a model of  L(Q). Let T be the set of  sentences of  L(Q) 
which are satisfied in (M, 0) .  l fA(~)  =A(a,  x l ,  .., x k) is such that for 
a]la z .... , a k ~ IMI, there are at most countably many a e IMI for which 
cA/, Q) ~ A [a, a I , ..., a k 1, then A(a) is a countable-like predicate of  T. 
(The co~verse is not necessarily true, however.) l fC  = IMI, then T satis- 
fies (Q6); furthermore, in this case, i fA(a)  is a countable-like predicate 
of T, then T I-- -IQt~A(et, x I ..... xk), and for all a I ..... a k ~ IMI, there 
are at most countably many a ~ IMI such that (M, Q) ~ A [a, a i , ..., a k ]. 
Definition 1.6. A model (M, Q) of  L(O) is called an almost standard 
model if IMI is uncountable and, for some uncountable subset C c_ IMI, 
Q = {X: X ~ IMI and X n C is uncountable}. 
Remark. It is straightforward to show that every consistent theory of  
L(O) has an almost standard model. 
We give some further notation. Given a model Q/t, by tile language 
of 9'tt, denoted ,P (~) ,  we mean the language obtained by adjoining 
constants g_to L(Q) for each element a of  the field of  ct/t. We denote 
the set of  sentences o f  ~o(c~t) which are satisfied in ~ by Th(~Ttt ); this 
set is called the theory of c/it; since cttt is a model of  L(O), Th(9/t) satis- 
fies (Q 1)-(Q4). Following [61 we say that c~ is an elementary exten- 
sion of  ett~, written 9t >-9~t, i fgt  is a model of  Th(q/t). The notion of  
an elementary chain of  models of  L(O) and the notion of  the direct 
limit o f  such a chain are also defined in [6, §21. 
Definition 1.7. A model cg is called a standard model of L(O) if eff~ is 
almost standard and if, for all formulas A(¢t) of  2(0if) with one free 
variable, A(a) is a countable-like predicate of  Th(Ch~) if and only if at 
most co,ratably many elements of  the field of  C/K satisfy A(a). 
In Theorem 3.7, the existence of  standard models o f  consistent theo- 
ries of  L((2) is established. For models atisfying (Q6), the definition 
given here differs frona that in [6]. However, for such models the two 
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notions are essentially the same as the following considerations show. 
Suppose c~ = (M, Q) is a standard model of L(O) in the sense of Defi- 
nition 1.7 which satisfies (Q6). Let 6 be the set of  all uncountable sub- 
sets of IMI, We claim that (M, Q) -< (M, cJ ), To es.~ablish the claim, one 
verifies by induction on formulas ~ = ~(x 1 . . . . .  x x. ) of L(O) that 
01,  Q) ~ q)[a ~ . . . . .  ak l o (M, e5 ) ~ 4)[a I . . . . .  ak l 
for all a z ..... a k ~ IMI. Let us do the clause forOx.  I f (M, Q) 
Qx ~0(x, x l, ..., x k) [a I . . . . .  a k ], then it is immediate, using the induction 
hypothesis, that (M, ci ) I=Ox if(x, x t . . . . .  x k ) [a I , .,., a k ]. For the other 
direction, suppose that (M, e3) ~Ox ~(x.  x z , ..., .\'k)[az, ..., a~. ]. By the 
induction hypothesis, there are uncountably many a ~ !:~II such that 
(M, c$) ~ q/(x, x I . . . . .  x k )[a, a I ..... ak ]. Therefore, ~(x, a I ..... a__ k ) is 
not a countable-like predicate of Th(9/Y); since 9?/satisfies (Q6), we 
conclude that 
(M, Q) ¢( ix~(x ,x  i . . . . .  x~.)la z.. . . .  aa.i . 
Definition i.8. Suppose that c-g = Ot, Q) and ~ = (N, ~5) are models of 
L((I) such that ~ ~ ,'It, We say that 9t is a complete nd extension of 
9it if 
(1) for every countable-like predicate A(~) with one free variable of 
Th(glt), we have 9t ~A[a l  =, aE  IMI for alla ~ INI, and 
(2) for every formula ¢~(x) of ~(cttt) which is not a couatable-like 
predicate of Th(9/t), there is an element b ~ INi - IMI such that 
9t ~ ~[bl,  
In sections 3, 4, we shall establish various results on the existence of  
complete nd extensions of countable models and of chains of such ex- 
tensions. For example, 
Theorem 4. i .  Let  e~ = (M, Q) be a countable model of  L(O). Then c~ 
has a complete nd extension 9~ such that a subset o f  iM I is definable 
(with paramet¢~rs) both in 9t and in ~ i f  and only i f  it is definable by a 
formula A(~)  with parameters in tMI which is a countable-like predicate 
o f  Th(Cl~ ). 
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An important source of  theories and models of  L(Q) is provided by 
theories and models of  the language L. For example, in [6, §3] various 
notions expressible in ZF set theory are used to expand models M of  ZF 
to models (M, O) of  L(O). For second order arithmetic, this is done in 
[9] and also in [6, §3] .  These examples fall under the scope of  the f ~l- 
lowing definition. 
Definition 1.9. Let T be a consistent theory whose language is L. By an 
exp l i c i t  genera l i zed  quant i f ie r  for T, we mean a map (~, x) ~ V*x~ 
whose domain consists of  all pairs (~, x), where ~ is a Iormula and x is 
a variable of  L and whose values are formulas of L. This map is required 
to satisfy: 
(i) the variable x dc =s not occur free in V*x~; i fy  is a variable dif- 
ferent from x, then y occurs free in V*x¢ if and only i fy  occurs free i,1 
(ii) T I -Ax  I ... Ax n [V*xqffx, x I ..... x n ) ~ V*y¢(y,  x! ..... x n )], 
where ~(x, x I ..... x n ) is a formula of  L in which the variable y does not 
occur and ¢(.;,, x I , .... x n ) is obtained by replacing each free occurrence 
of x in O(x, x I ..... x n ) by y;  
(iii) T ~- Ao~, 1 "'" AxnAY [Xk = Y -* (V*xq~(x, x I , ..., x n ) "* 
V*x$(x, x!  . . . . .  Xk_ l ,y ,  xk÷ 1 , ..., xn))] , 
where ~(x, x I ..... x n)  is a f~;rmula of  L and y is a variable that does not 
occur in ~(.t, x I ..... x n ) or in V*x~x,  x ! , .... -xn) andS(x, x i ..... , xk_ 1 , 
y, xk+l, ..., x n ) is obtained by substituting y for each free occurrence of  
x k in q~(x, x I , ..., xn) ;  
(iv) T I -Ax(~"~ ~)-~ [V*x¢-~ V*x~i :  
(v) T I -V*x($v~)~ V*xSvV*x~;  
(vi) T I -Ay  -1V*x (x =y)  and T I~ V*x (x = x), 
where x and y are distinct variables. 
If T is a theory in L with an explicit generalized quantiiier V 'x ,  then 
T can be extended canonically to a theory T[Q] in L (O ): the axioms for 
T[O] are the formulas o f  T together with the scheme 
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(Q7) V*x¢' ,* Qx¢,  
where ~ is a formula of  L. 
Theorem 1.10. I f  T is a corn istent theory o f  L with explicit generalized 
quantif ier V'x,  then T[OI ~s a cot~sistent theoo,  o f  L(Q). 
Proof. Let M be a model of T. Then M can be canonically expanded to a 
weak model ~ = (M, Q) of  L(Q) by setting 
Q= {{a~ IMI:M ~ ¢[a, a l ,  . . . ,akl  } • ~ = 0(x, x l ,  . . . ,x  k) 
is a formula of L such that M ~ V*xq~[a 1 , ..., a k l} • 
We shall show that c/It is a model of L(O) and a model of T[Q].  With 
every formula ~ of  L(Q) we can associate a formula ~ of L with the 
same free variables recursively as follows: 
(a) if q~ is atomic, ~ is q), 
(b) it'q~ is ffl A...~2, ~ i  s q~i ^  ~z, 
(c) if ~b is -1~, ~b is -Iq, 
(d) if ¢ is Ax qJ, ~ is Ax ~, 
(e) if $ is O_r $, ¢~ is V*x ~k. 
We now show that for all formulas O = ¢(x 1 ..... x k) of L(O) and all 
a l  , . . . .  a k E IMt, 
(*) c~¢t ~¢ la l  . . . . .  akl  , ,M  W-~Ia t , ...,ak I • 
This is verified by induction on the length of ~b. The only clause which 
is aot routine is the one for q~ of the form Ox q~(x, x I ..... x k), so we 
consider this case in detail. I fM ~ V*x ~[a I ..... a k ], then by the defi- 
nition of Q and the induction hypothesis, ~ ~ Qx q~[a I .... , a k ]. For 
the converse direction, suppose that c~ FOx ~[a I .... , a k ]. Then for 
v b m some formula × = ×(y ,y  I ....... m)o fL  and someb I ..... E IMI, we 
have 
(!)  M I= V*y ×[b t ...... bm ] and 
(2) for all a ~ IMI, M I= x[a, b I ..... b m I ~" cTg ~ ~[~, a 1 , ..., a k ]. 
By the induction hypothesis, for all a ~ IMI, 
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M NO[a, al .... ,a k loM Nx[a, bl . . . . .  bin] . 
It behooves us to show that M N V*x'~[at,  .::, a k 1. Let z, z I , "=7 Zk be 
distinct variables which do not occur in V*xo,  × or V 'y×.  Let ~k(z, zI , 
..., z k )  be the result of substituting z, z l ,  ..., ~k, respectively, for the free 
occurrences o f  x, x l ,  ..., Xk, respectively, in ¢~. Then, for all a ~ IMI, 
M ~ ~b(z,z I . . . .  , zk ) [a ,a  I . . . .  , a  k ] *~M ~ ~b(x,x I . . . . .  xk)Ih, a ! ..... ak] 
Let X(Z, Yl  . . . . .  Ym ) be the result of substituting z for each free occur- 
rence o fy  in ×. By (ii), M N V*z×(z, y I ..... Ym )lbl ..... bm !. Also, we 
have 
M N Az ('~(z, z I ..... zk ) '-" X(Z, y I ..... Ym ?) la I . . . . .  a~, b 1, 
.... bml  . 
Applying (iv) yields M ~ V*z ~(z, z l, ..., z~ ), using (ii), 
M ~ V*x~(x, z I ..... zk). 
T t -Ax  I . . .AxkAz  1 . . .Azk  [x : z  I ^ ... A x : z  k -~ 
(V*x~(x,  x I ..... x k) ~ V*x ~(x ,  z I ..... zk))! 
Hence, M N V*x~(x,  x l ,  ..., x k )  [a t . . . . .  a~ I. This completes the proof 
of the inductive step. The theorem now follows easily from (*). 
Remark. The intuition behind the above proof is that the quantifier 
V*x for T can be extended to an explicit generalized quantifier for the 
theory Th(M). Thus a theory with finite models can not have an explicit 
generalized qua tifier. There also exist complete theories of  L with only 
infinite models and with no explicit generalized quantifier, e.g., the 
theory of  the ordering of  type ~ + ¢0". 
Definition 1.11. Let T be a consistent theory of  L with an explicit gene- 
ralized quantifier V*x. 
(1) A formula A(a) o f  L is said to be a coi 'ntable- l ike predicate of T 
i fA(~) is a countable-like predicate of  the tk~ory T[Q]. 
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(2) Let M and N be models of T such that M -< N and let (M, Q) and 
(N, ~) be the canonically associated models of T[Q]. Then N is said to 
be a complete rM extension of M if (N, eS) is a complete nd extension 
of(M, Q). 
We next introduce notation for eliminating the quantifier Qx; this is 
accomplished by means of the language L o defined below. Eliminating 
Qx will enable us further to relate this quantifier with the explicit gene- 
ralized quantifier. The language L o will also be used in section 2 to de- 
fii~ the notion of a forcing model  for L(Q). 
Let L o be the language which is obtained by adjoining to L a new 
predicate R = Rox¢~ of k arguments for each formulaQx ~k(x, x I ..... xk ) 
of L(Q) with k free variables (k ~ 0). Note that the languages L, L(O) 
and L o all have the same variables and terms. Thus every formula ¢ of 
L(O) can be made to correspond to a unique formula ~ ~f L o with the 
same free variables defined recursively as follows: 
(a) if ¢ is atomic, ~ is 0; 
(b) i f¢ isg h ^ p2 ,~ is~ l ^~z:  
(c) if'.~ is-t,~, ~ is-lw; 
(d) if $ is Ax V, 6 is Ax ~; 
(e) i f  $ is Qx V(.v, x I ..... x k ), $ is R ox ,  (x I ..... xk ); 
If c~t --- (M, (~ "~ is a weak model of L(O), then M can be expanded to a 
structure M~ which is a model of L o in a canonical way: for every for- 
mula $ of the form Qx $(x, x I , ..., xl.) of L(O), we adjoin to M a rela- 
tion R ,  such that 
(a I . . . . .  ak ) ~ R~ o ~ ~ ¢[a 1 . . . . .  ak ] • 
We, at once, have the following result. 
Theorem 1.12. Let  9/t = (M, Q) be a weak model  o f  L(O) which satisfies 
(QI) and let MQ be the canonical expansion o f  M to a model  Of LQ. 
Then for ever3, formula ¢ = ¢(x I .... ,~'k ) o f  L(Q) and all a I . . . .  , ak ~ IMI, 
we have ~ ~ q~[a t . . . .  , ak ] "~ M o ~ ~[al,  ..., ak I. 
Therefore, M o will satisfy: 
(iiQ) Rox¢~ (z I , zn) ~ Roy¢,(" 1, zn), where ~ = ~k(x,x I , x n) 
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is a formula of L(Q) and ~k = ~b(v, x I ..... x~ ) is o~::ained from ~k by 
substituting y for every free occarrence of.v in ~ and y is a variable 
which does not occur in ~; 
(iiiQ) Rox¢~ (z 1, -.., Zn )=~ R ox~ (z I . . . . .  z~ ), where ~ = ~(x,  x I ..... x n ) 
is a formula of L(O) and ~ = ~k(x, x 1 ..... x t_~ l , y, x~.+l ..... x , )  is ob- 
tained from ~k by substituting y for each fi'ee occurrence of x k in ~ and 
y is a variable which does not occur in ~k and which isdifferent from x; 
( iVQ)AX(~ ~)~ (~----~~ x:'~), 
Conversely, a model N of  L determines a weak model ~ = ctttN of 
L(t~) as follows: c~ = (M, O), where M is the reduct of N to L and 
Q = {{a e tNI: N ~ ~la,  a I ..... ak 1}: ~(x, x ! ..... x k) 
a formula of  L(O) such that N ~ Ox ~[a I ..... ak ! }} • 
And the converse to Theorem 1. i 2 is 
Theorem 1,13. L~,t N be a model o.t'L El which satisl?es (iiQ), (iiiQ) and 
(ivQ) and let ct~ = (M, Q ) be tile weak model  t~( L(Q) canonically deter- 
mined by N. Then for  every formula ~(x ! . . . . .  x k ) o f  L(Q) and erery 
a I ..... a k E IN1, we have 
crtt ~¢[a l  ..... akl ,~N .~[a  I ..... a~.l . 
Proof. We first note the following fact. 
Lenmm 1.14. Let  $(x I . . . . .  x k ) be a formula ,g" L(Q) and let O(Yl ...... rk ) 
be obtained f rom ~b by substituting )'i ]br each free occurrence o]'.\'/in 
~b ( 1 <- i <- k), where either .ri =.x" i or Yi does not  occur in 0 and Y l ..... )'k 
are distinct variables. Then ]br al ia 1 , .... a k E INI. we hare 
N ~ ~(x I . . . . .  xk)[a l  . . . .  , ak ] ~* N ~ ~(y!  . . . . .  Yk )[a I . . . . .  ak ]" 
The lemma is proved by induction on the formulas of L(Q), For ato- 
mic formulas, the result is immediate; the clauses for ^ ,  7 and A are 
also routine. The case for formulas of  the form Qx ff(.v, x I ..... x k ) fol- 
lows from (iio). The proposition is then also proved by induction on 
the formulas of L(Q): the proof  is perfectly analogous to the proof  of  
Theorem 1.10. 
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The ibove result will be used to prove the Truth Lemma tbr L(O) in 
the following section on forcing. Later developments are independent 
of the remainder of this section which is devoted to showing how the 
quantifier(Ix can be eliminated in favor of an explicit generalized quan- 
tifier. 
If T is a theory of L((I), let us denote by T the set of sentences of 
LQ of the form ~ with ~ in T. We set Tct to be set of  closed consequen- 
ces in L~ of T. Clearly, if (M, Q ) is a model of T, then the associated 
modelM o is a mcclel of T o . Thus T o is consistent if T is. Moreover, as 
is easily checked, the schemes (iiQ), (iiiQ) and (ivQ) of Theorem 1.12 
are all consequences of T o . 
Theorem 1.15. ! f  T is a consistent theory o f  L(Q), then the theory T o 
has an explicit generalized quantifier V*x such that, for every formula 
A(a) of  L(Q), A(~) is a countable-like predicate o f  T if and only i f  A(~) 
is a countable-like predicate Of TQ. 
Proof. Let F be a fixed function with the following properties: 
( 1 ) The domain of F consists of all pairs (~, X), where ~ is a formula 
of L((1) and X is an empty or finite set of variables and the values of F 
are formulas of L((I). 
(2) If no variable in X occurs bound in ~, then F(~, X) = ~. 
(3) l fz  1 ..... z m are the variables in X which occur bound in ¢, then 
there are distinct variables )'t . . . . .  Ym which do not occur in ~b such that 
the set {y~ ..... Ym } is disjoint from X and F(O, X) is obtained from q~ 
by replacing every bound occurrence of z i by Yi ( I <- i _<. m). 
Remark. For atomic ~. F(O, X) = ~; for all ~b and for all X, F(q~, X) and 
have the ~ame free variables. 
Lemma 1.16. Let ~ = $(x 1 ..... x k ) be a formula o f  L(Q), let (M, Q ) be 
a weak model o f  L(Q), let X be an empO" or finite set o f  variables and 
let ~# = F($, X). Therefor ail al , ..., a k ~ hi;l, 
(M, O)  ~[a~,  .... ak l "~ (M, Q) ~ °~[a  I . . . . .  a k ] . 
With every formula ~ of L o , we associate a formula 4 + of L(Q) with 
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the same free variables defined recursively as follows: 
(a) if ~9 is a formula of  L, ~k + is ~; 
(b) if ~ is $1 ^ ~2, q'+ is $~ ^  ~;  
(c) i f$  isAxx,  ~+ isAxx+; 
(d) if ~ is of  the form R , ( t l ,  .... tic ), where t I .... , t k are terms, and 
dp =QYX(Y ,  Y l  . . . . . .  Vk), then ~k ÷ is $#(tl  ..... tk) ,  where ~# = F($, X), 
X the set of variables occuring in t I .... , t k and where $#(tl  ..... t k ) is 
obtained from ~b # by substituting t i for Yi ( ! <_ i _< k). 
For ~k a formula o fL  o , we define V*x ~ to beQx ~k +. We now verify 
that V *x is, indeed, an explicit generalized quantifier. 
Let M o be a model of  T o and let (M, ~)  be the canonically asso- 
ciated weak model of  L(O). Since M o satisfies (iio), (iiiQ) and (ivQ), 
we have 
M o l=~[a 1..... akl  " (M, O) I= ¢[al ..... akl 
for all formulas ~b = ~b(x I ..... xtc) of L(Q) and alia ! ..... a k E IMoh 
Thus, (M, Q) is a model of  L(Q) and, in fact, a model of T. 
Lemma 1.17. For  every fo rmula  ~b = 6(x  I . . . . .  .~', ) o f  L o attd all 
a 1 ..... a t E IM o I, t~:e have 
M O ~ ~[al ,  ...,ak I ~ (M, '~) I= ~+[a I .... ,at.l 
~*M o ¢ $+[a 1 ..... a t ]  . 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
M o I= ~[a I ..... akl ,~ (M, Q) ~ ~+[a 1..... ak i . 
This is verified by induction on the length of  q~. The only clause that ~.s 
not routine is that for atomic ~. If qJ is an atomic formula of  LQ, rhea 
either ~k is an atomic formula of  L, in which case the result is immediate, 
or else ~ is of  the form Ro( t  I , ..., tot ), where ~ =QYX(Yt ..... yot ) is a 
¢ 1 1 fo rmulao .  L (Q)and t I =t l (X  1 . . . .  , xn l )  . . . . .  tot =tm(X ~ "ot , ..., xnm ) are 
terms. So cens:der the latter case. Let a[ ,  ..., atnl . . . .  , a~,  .... amnra be an 
assignment of  elements of  IMol to the variables x I, x I - 'ot -'ot 
Let b t . . . . .  bm 
Mo 
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be the values of t I , ..., t m u ader this assignment. We have 
~R¢(t l  ' ..., tm) [a l  , ..., an mm ] ¢, Mo  ~R¢(y l .  ' ..., ym)[b!  . . . .  ,b~]  
'~ ~b~' Theorem 1.12) (M, C) ) ~ ¢[b I . . . . .  b,,, ] 
¢' tby lernma 1,16) (3t, O) ~ ¢#[b] ,  ..., be, l 
where ¢# = F(¢, X) and X is the set of variables that occm in t 1 ..... t m 
~* (M, Q ) I= ¢#(t l ,  tm )[a I , -'" ] 
(M, Q ) ~ ~ + [a [ a" ] 
he model M ca is an arbitrary model of  T o . So by the Completeness 
Theorem and the above lemma, we conclude that: 
(1) T t- ¢ ,~ T~ t- ~ and T 1- ~ ,, ~÷"~, for all formulas ¢ of L(Q), and 
(2) T O b ¢ o T t -~ ~+ and T o b" ~/. ,, ~+, for all formulas t~ of  L 
It is now evident hat V*x satisfies ( i)-(vi)  since each property can be 
seen to follow from the corresponding property of Qx. It remains to 
show that A{~) is a countable-like predicate of T if and only if A"~ff'~) is a 
countable-like predicate of  T o . So suppose A(~x) is a countable-like pre- 
dicate of T. Then 
T F~QxVu(¢ ^  A) ~ V~Qx(¢  ^  A) 
for all formulas ~b of L(Q) and all variables x different from u. Let qJ be 
a formula of L o . We ha-e, since T I- ,~* ,~- A, 
Thus, 
T I- OxW(~k ÷ ^  ,,~+) -* V,~Qx($ ÷ ^  .~') .  
T o 1~ V*xVc~($ ^  ,~) -* WV*x(C J  ^ .~), 
and .4" is therefore countable-like. Conversely, suppose/1(-'~) is a count- 
able-like predicate of  T o . Then 
TQ 1- V*xW@ ^ .~,) -* WV*x(¢ ,  ^ .~),  
T i- OxW(~,*  ^ ~*)  ~ V~Ox(~,*  ^  ,7,*) 
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for all formulas ff o fL  o and appropriate x. Therefore, for $ a formula 
of L((I), setting $ = $ yields 
r ~Oxv,~*  ^ ,7*)-~ V~x~ ÷ ^ A ). 
However, T I -~* ~ ~ and T F-.,~* ,-~ A, and so 
T F-QxVa(~b ^ A) ~ VaQx(~ ^  A) .  
We conclude this section with a result which provides a semantic ri- 
terion of  eliminating (Ix in favor of  an explicit generalized quantifier. 
Def'mition 1.18. Suppose M is a model of  L. We denote by LD(M) the 
set of  all X c_ IMI such that, for some formula $ = $(x, x I ..... x ,  ) of .', 
and somea I ..... a n in IMI, 
X ={a: M ~¢Ia, a I . . . . .  a , , l  } .  
Theorem 1.19. Let S be a consistent theory of  L(Q) and let T = S n L 
The following conditions are equivah, nt: 
(1) The theory T has an exp~,icit generalized quantifier V*x such that 
T[Q1 =S. 
(2) For ever), modelM of  T, if(M, Q) and (M, Q')are models of  S. 
then Q c~ LD(M) = O' n I_D(M). 
This result, which was established en sdminaire, is a straightforward 
application of Beth's Theorem to the theory S o of  L o . 
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The concept of forcing, which was introduced by Paul Cohen for his 
celebrated solution of the continuum problem, has si,ace been applied 
in many different areas of  mathematics: for a bibliography we refer the 
reader to [81, In this section, we define the notion of a .tbrcing model 
for languages .PA where A is a countable admissible set. As noted i~ the 
introduction, this notion will be similar to KeisleVs notion of  a forcing 
property in [8]. A forcing model lbr  L(Q) will be defined as a forcing 
model for the language L o . In earlier (unpublished) work, we applied 
the forcing technique to treat explicit generalized quantifiers. However, 
it is more natural to work directly with the language L(Q) and so we 
follow [ 13] and formulate the notion of a tbrcing model for L(O) and 
give the Truth Lemma for L(Q) in the form below. 
Let A denote a countable admissible set and consider the language 
i74. (For notation see [ I ] or [7].) We denote by1?~ the language ob- 
tained by deleting all relation symbols from 1?n. Thus ~ is the sub- 
language of/~A which has equality and the same function symbols 
(including individual constants) as ~a.  
Definition 2.1: A forcing model for ~o n is given by 
( i )  a model (E, .f! ..... )~z .... ) of the language .~ 
(2) a non-empty set P with a transitive, reflexive order <-; tile ele- 
ments of P are called conditions and are denoted p, q, r . . . . .  If p ~ q~ 
we say p is a rL:finement or extension of q: conditions p and q are com- 
patible if there is a condition r such that r <_ p and r ~ q. 
(3) asubset ld<-P× E× E ; i f (p ,a  I ,a  2 )E ld ,wewr i tep  ~ ,q =a 2 
(p fbrces a I = a 2 ). W.~ require that 
(i) pEPandaEE~q ~ a=aforsomeq<_~:  
(ii) p ~a I =a 2 andq<-p~q ~a 1 =~:~ :
(iii) p ~a 1 =a 2 ~q f&a 2 =a| for someq <_ p; 
(iv) p ~a i =a  2 andp ~a 2 =a 3 -~q P~a I =a 3 for som~q ~p;  
(v) p tt- a l=  bl ,  ...,p ~a_k = b~ andfa  function symbol of k ar- 
guments =* q ~- f(a t ..... ~:~ ) = f (b  I ..... b x ) for some q -<. p. 
(4) for every relation symbol R of ~A with k arguments (k >_ 0) a 
subset R o fP  × E k ; i f(p, a I .... , a k ) ~ R, we write p H- R(a I .... , a k ) 
(p forces R(al , .... ak D. We require that 
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(i) p ~ R(a I ..... ak) and q <- p ~ q ~- R(a~ .. . . .  a k ): 
( i i )p It-R(a~ ..... ak) and p I~a I =b I ..... p Fa  k =bt: =,q [~--R(bi, 
.... bg ) for some q <- p. 
A forcing model for £? is thus a structure of  tile form 
~ = (E,)=i . . . . .  fn . . . .  ;1~ ... . .  l~n . . . .  ; ld;P,-<-). 
Such a structure is a model of  the language - which we shall call the 
]brcing language - which is obtained by extending _o ~ to a two sorted 
language with variables/~, ~, ,  .... for conditions in addition to the vari- 
ables x, y, z, ... for individuals (elements of  E); there is an additional 
k + 1 place predicate It- R for every k place relation symbol of  ~A,  the 
first argument of  It-- R is reserved for conditions and tile remaining ar- 
guments are reserved for individuals; there are also the predicate ld 
with first place for conditions and the other two places for individuals 
and the binary relation <- both of  whose arguments .,,re for conditions. 
The forcing language consists of  all finite quantif ier ~ormu!,~s of this 
two sorted language which are in A. It is clear that c ~rresp~ading to re- 
quirements (1) - (4)  there is a simple set of  axioms fvr the forcing lan- 
guage that dlaracterizes the forcing models of  _o A . 
Note that the terms of ~A are also terms of the fcrcing language. 
This enables us to associate with every atomic fonnu a t I = ~'2 or 
R( t  I . . . . .  t k) of Z?a formula/ ,  ~ t I = t 2 or/~ H- R(t !  . . . . .  tk) .  More ge- 
nerally, with each formula ~ of/?.4 we can associate ~, fornmla of the 
forcing language recursively as follows: 
(b) if ~b is ~b I ^ ~2, then/~ IF- ~ is / It- ¢1 ^ /~ ~ ~2 ; 
(c) i f~b is - l~ , then/H-  ~ is A~(~ <- /, ~ -1?1t- ~): 
(d) if~b i sAx~,  then~ ~- ~ isAxA~(? <-/~V,~(,  -~~ ~ A ,~ U- ¢,); 
(e) i f$  is/X~ ,~q, ~b, then~ IF- ¢, is 
A". (A;,(~,<_/,-~V,-(.-<_q^ .. V 4)) 
¢Eq,  
and, if _o A contains disjunction and existential quantification in addi- 
tion to, or instead of conjunction and universal quantification 
(f) i f~ is q~l v~2,  then/~ t- ~ is : I1- ¢h v~ t~ ~, ;  
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(g) if ¢ is Vx ~k, then/ ,  t~- ~ is Vx(/ ,  ~- ~): 
(h) if ~ is W ~,  ¢', then/~ k ~b is W ¢~,  (/~ ~- 4). 
We see that the formula/~ t~- ~ has the same free variables x~, x 2 .... 
as ¢ and the additional free variable/~. 
A forcing model for ./2,4 satisfies the schemes 
vp(,q<_/, A (e U- ¢ V,/ ~ -q~)). 
Let ey be a fixed forcing model of £~A with set of conditions P. If 
4~ = ~(x  I . . . . .  x k ) is a formula of ~,,t with finitely many free variables, 
we shall write p tt- ~(a 1 ..... a k) to mean that p, a 1 , ..., a k satisfies 
/~ ~ O(x I . . . . .  x k )  in 7.  (In our applications, the field E of the forcing 
model will be a set of closed terms of an extension of ~o A and we can 
read "p ~ 4~(a I .... , a k )" as " ,  forces the sentence ~(a I . . . . .  a k ) .")  A 
subset D ~ P is said to be dense if for every q ~ P there exist p ~ D such 
that p <- q. We denote by A 0 the collection of dense subsets X of P 
such that for some formula ~ = ~(/, ,  x I . . . . .  x k ) of the forcing language 
with finitely many free variables and some a 1 ..... at ~ E, 
X={p:  5 r ~ ~[p,a~ . . . . .  ak)  } .  
For every formula q~(x i .... , x k )  of ~o A with finitely many free vari- 
ables, and a,l a I ..... a k E E, we have the set 
Dq~(a 1..... ak ) = ~p ~ P: p H- ep(a I . . . . .  %)  
or p H- -1 4~(a I ..... ak ) } " 
The sets D~(al ..... ak ~ SO defined are all dense subsets of  P which are in 
A 0 . 
Definition 2,2. Let & ~ ~0 be a collection of  dense subsets of P. A sub- 
set G ~ P is called a &-generic filter if: 
( l )pE  G, qEP ,  p <_q =~ qE  G; 
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(2) p ~ G, q ~ G =, there exists r ~ G such that r <_ p and r <_ q: 
(3)D n G is notempty  for al lD ~ A. 
If A = A 0 , a A-generic filter G is simply called a generic filter. 
Remark. I f  the field E of  the forcing model 7 is countable, then A o is 
also countable. It is well known that if A is countable, then for every 
condition p there exists a A generic filter G with p ~ G. 
If G is generic, then G n D~al ..... ak) is not empty for every 
~(x 1 ..... x k ) and a l ,  ---, ak- Thus for some p ~ G either p tt- q~(a I ..... ak ) 
or p h t- 7 ~(a I .. . . .  a k ). It is easy to see that if p It-- ~(al, ..., a k ) for some 
p ~ G, then no q ~ G can force -1 q~(a t .. . . .  a k ). So we shall write 
G F 4~(a t ..... a k ) if p b- ~(a 1 ... . .  a k ) for some p ~ G. 
Given a generic filter G we define a model M6 of -o A in the following 
way. For each a in the field E of  the forcing model, let a* = { b E E: 
G I~ a = b}. The relation a ~ b ,~ a* =/~* is in fact an equivalence r la- 
tion on E. This is easily checked; to verily symmetry, for example, we 
note that the set 
D={p~ P: (p H- a = b andp H- b =a) or p H- -qa = b } 
is a dense set of  conditions which is in A0- 
For each function symbol f of  k arguments of/~A we define a func- 
tion f *  by setting 
a*  =/ ' * (a~ . . . . .  a D ~, G ~ a =f (a  l ,  ..., ak )  ~ 
For each relation symbol R of  k arguments of  ~4,  we define a relation 
R* on E* by (a~ .... , a~) E R* ~ G ~ R(a t ..... a k ). With these defini- 
tions the model M 6 = (E*, fl* ..... f *  .... ; R ~', ..., R,* .... ) is a model of  
~A satisfying the axioms for equality. 
Theorem 2.3 (Truth Lemma). Suppose that 9 ~ is a forcing model Jbr ~a 
and that G is a generic filter o f  conditions. Then for ever3: formula 
~b = ~(xl,  ..., x k ) o f  ~°/1 with finitely many free variabh,s and all 
al ,  ...,a k ~- E, 
M o 1= q~[a~', .... a~l e G IF ~a  I ..... ak) .  
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Proof. The proof is by indtt,:tion on the length of ~. For atomic formu- 
las the assertion follows from the fact that M G is a model of the equali- 
ty axioms. For the connectives ^ and -i, and, if applicable, v, Vx and 
W,  the induction steps are routine. Thc clauses for universal quantifica- 
tion and infinite conjunction are more involved. Suppose that 
M 6 ~A.x'~[a~' ..... a~.l. Then, for alia ~. E,M G ~ ~[a*, a T ..... a~.] 
which implies, by virtue of the induction hypothesis, th:lt G ~-~(a ,a~, . . .  
a k ) for all a ~ E. Consider the set 
D ={p: p ~-AxC(x ,a  1 ..... a k)  or, for somea,  
p ~ -1 ,p(a, a I ..... ak) }. 
The set D is a dense set of conditions and D ~ A 0 . Therefore, G n i) is 
not empty. Since G It- q~(a, c: I .... , ak), for all a ~ E, we must have 
G ~ A x ep(x, a I, .... a k ). Conversely, suppose that G it- A x ~b(x, a1, .... ak ). 
We claim that then G ~ ¢(a, a I . . . .  , a k ) for all a ~ E. Indeed, since G is 
generic, for every a ~ E, G n D~a,a  1 ..... ak) is not empty. So for every a, 
there exists q E G such that q ~- ~(a, a I . . . .  , a k )  orq  It- "qO(a,al , . . . ,ak ). 
There is also a condition p ~ G such that p H-Axe(x ,  a I . . . . .  ak) .  Since 
G is generic, for every a and every such q there exists a condition r ~ G 
with r <_ p and r <_ q. For such r, we have r ~- A x ~(x,  a I . . . .  , a k ) and so 
r cannot force "1 ~b(a, aI ..... a k ); therefore r ~ dp(a, a I . . . . .  a k ). This es- 
tablishes the claim. We now apply the induction hypothesis to conclude 
that M G ~ ¢la*, a T ..... a~ 1 for all a*. It follows that 
M c ~ A x~[a~ ..... a~]. The clause for infinite conjunction is very simi- 
lar to the one we have just done. For the direction ~,, ene uses the fact 
that 
p:p~ I~ ~ or, fo rsome,~q~,p~- I~ 
is in ~0, 
The relation p It- "l-'l~(a t . . . . .  a k )  -- written p It-*~(a t ..... a k ) - is 
called the weak forc ing relation. We see that 
p IF*$l'a l :  ..-, ak ) ¢" q <- P =* r F ~(a  1, "', ak ) 
for some r <_ q. 
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The Truth Lemma has some corollaries about the weak forcing rela- 
tion. 
Corollary 2.4. Let 5r be a countable forcing mode l jb r  2? A with set o f  
conditions P and field E. Then for  every condition p ~ P, every f grmula 
~b(x I ..... x k ) with f initely many free variables o f  Z? a and every 
a I ....  , a k ~ E, we have 
p It--*~)(a 1 . . . . .  a k)  ~* M G ~ q~[a~ . . . . .  a~] , 
for every generic fi lter G with p ~ G. 
Proof. The implication from left to right is immediate from the Truth 
Lemma. For the other direction, suppose that p does not weakly force 
¢(a t .... , ak). Then there vxmts q <- p such that q ~ "q$(a I ..... a k ). Let 
G be a generic filter of condit'- ~ with q ~ G. Note that p E G and, by 
the Truth Lemma, M a ~ -1 ~ .... a x. ). 
Corollary 2.5. Let t~ 9~* t~, ,~ and X be formulas of  Z? a with jtinitely 
many free variables. The fol lowing formulas oi" the forcing language are 
satisfied in all forcing models for  ~A : 
/ '  ~-* (~ + X) +' (/ ,~-* ~ +/~-*  X). 
Moreover, ( f  ¢ is valid, then/ ,  Pw* ~ is satisfied in all ]brcing models. 
Proof. For countable forcing models the result follows from Corollary 
2.4 and the Truth Lemma. It then follows for general forcing models 
by virtue of the downward Lbwenheim-Skolem theorem. 
By a torcing model for L(O), we mean a forcing model for the lan- 
guage Z?A = Lo. 
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Definition 2,6. Let ~7 be a forcing model for L(Q). Suppose that for all 
conditions p, for all formulas $(x, x 1 ..... x k ) of L(O) and for all 
a 1 ..... a/  in the field of the forcing model, 
and 
p t~ RQ~¢ (a I ..... a k ) '~ p ~ Roy @ (a I . . . . .  a k ) 
p H~Rox~(al ..... ak)<* p X- Rox~(a I . . . . .  ak) 
whenever ~, ~ and ~ are related as in Theorem 1.12. Then the forcing 
model ~7 is said to be a coherent forcing model for L(O). 
With every formula q~(x t, .... x k) of L(O) we associate a formula 
/, ~- O(x I , ..., x/c) of the forcing language (for L o) by setting 
f I& <#(.x- 1 . . . . .  x k ) to be/ ,  1~ (b(x I .. . . .  xx), if the forcing model 5 r is a 
coherent forcing model for L(O), we write p tl- ~(a 1 ..... a k ) if p, a 1 ..... ak 
satisfies/, It- e)(x I ...... x/< ) in St. 
Definition 2.7. Let 5 r be a coherent forcing model for L(O), Suppose 
thai for every formula ~b of the scheme (Q l) -respectively (Q2), (Q3), 
(Q4) - 9: satisfies p ~* ~. Then we say that every condition weakly 
forces (Q l) - respectively (Q2), (Q3), (Q4). 
Theorem 2.8 (Truth Lemma for L(O)), Let 5 r be a coherent forcing 
model  Jbr L(O) such tt, at every condition weakly forces (Q 1 ). Let  G be 
a generic f i lter attd let M G be the model  o f  L o determined by G. Let  
q/~ a = (31, Q ) be the weak model  o f  L(( I)  canonically determined by M 6 . 
Then we have 
a . . . . .  a .l ," G ¢(a  I . . . . .  
for all formulas ~(x ! ..... x k ) o f  L(Q), and 
(2) X e Q ,~ there exist a formula ~b(x, x I . . . .  , -~:k ) o f  L((I) and 
a~, ..., a k such that G F- Ox  ¢(x, at ,  .... a t ) and X = {a*: G F- ¢(a,a I , .. 
ak)} .  
Moreover. i f  every condition weakb' forces (Q2), (Q3) and (Q4), then 
"?g~ is a model  of  L(O). 
Proof. The result follows easily from the Truth Lemma for L Q and 
Theorem i. 13. 
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Corollary 2.9. Let 5 r be a coherent forcing model for L(Q) such .,hot 
every condition weakly forces (Q l), (Q?), (Q3) and (Q4)~ Then for ~dl 
formulas q~, ~ of  L(O), the following formulas of  the l~rcing language 
are satisfied in 5 r: 
/~ ~-* Ax~ ~ ^ x  /~ ~-* ~ , 
1,~-* (~-~ ¢) ++ (/ ,t-* ¢)-+ (/,u-* ~).  
Moreover, i f  ¢ is valid, then 1" t-* q$ is sati.+fied in ~. 
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In this section, by memas of a forcing construction, we establish the 
following result, which generalizes the main lemma of [6~ § 21. 
Theorem 3. I, Every  countab le  mode l  o f  L (Q)  has a ~ omplete  end  ex-  
tens ion,  
The forcing construction will then also be used to establish Theorem 
3.7, the Standard Model Theorem. 
Let 9~ be a fixed countable model of L(Q). We sha!l define a forcing 
model for /?(c~),  the language of c//~. Let c 0 , c I .... be a denumerable 
list of  new individual constants and consider the language obtained by 
adjoining these constants to the language of 9~t. We set E, the field of 
lhe forcing model, to be the set of  all closed terms of this expanded 
language, l f f i s  a function symbol of.t? (c~) of k arguments (k _>. 0) and 
t t .... , t k are elements of  E, we set f ( t  t . . . . .  t k ) to be the term f ( t t ,  ..., t k ). 
We shall also denote the constant c0 by c; this constant will play 
something of  a privileged role in what follows. If ~k is a sentence of the 
expanded language, we employ the convention that the notation 
4,(c, c I , .... c n)  means that the constants c i appearing in qJ are included 
amongst c, c I ..... c,~. We define a condition to be a sentence 
p(c ,  c I . . . . .  c n)  such that 
c/g NQxVy I ... Vynp(x ' Yl . . . . .  Yn ) 
where x .  Y l ,  • .. . .  Vn are distinct variables which do not occur in 
p(c ,  c ! , ;.., c n ) and p(x ,  y : ,  ..., 3',~ ) is obtainecl by substituting x for c 
and Yi for c i ( 1 ~ i ~ n). We define an ordering <- on the conditions by 
setting 
P <- q ~* ~ ~A) ' I  ...AYn [P(X,Yl ..... Yn) 
q(x ,  y l ,  .. , y . ) l  , 
where p = p(c ,  c I , .... c n ) and q = q(c ,  c I , ..., c n)  and where Ox denotes 
the dual quantifier - IQx -1. it is readily checked that <_ is a transitive 
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and reflexive relation on conditions. To  complete the description of  the 
forcing model  it remains to define the relations p I~ ~t~ .. . . .  t~), where 
¢(x~, ..., x~) is an atomic formula of  L(O) or  a formula o f  the form 
Ox ~(x, x~ ... .  , Xk). We set 
p I~ $(t  I , ..., t~ ) ~, $(t  I . . . .  , t k ) is a condit ion and p ~ ¢( t  I , .... t k ) .  
Strictly speaking, for formulas o f  the form Ox ~(x, x I . . . . .  x~. ), the con- 
dition p <_ Ox  O(x, tj . . . .  , t k ) defines the relation p V R ox ,  (t I . . . . .  t k ). 
However, if ~ and ~k are related to ~ as in Theorem 1.12, then 
Ox O(x, t l ,  .... tk ) and Ox)] (x ,  t ! . . . .  , t~ ) are "Sze same formulas and clearly 
F-Ox~(x ,  t 1 . . . . .  t k )  ~ Oy-~(y ,  t I . . . . .  tk ). It fol lows that 
p Ib- Rox¢~ ( t  I . . . .  , t t . )  ,* p ~-Roy:  ~(t t . . . . .  t k ) 
"* P ~" Rox~ (' l ,  t~ ) 
Therefore, the forcing model  we have def ined is a coherent forcing mod- 
el for/~ (°a).  The Weak Forcing Lemma below will be used to show that 
every condit io7 weakly forces (Q 1 ) - (Q4) .  
Let $ = ¢(c ,  c i . . . . .  c o )  be a sentence o f  the expanded language and 
let p = p(c ,  c I . . . .  , c n )  be a condit ion. If  
b Ox Ovi  ... 0 v,, [p (x ,  )7  ....... , ) ~ ¢(x, Yx . . . . . .  v,,)! . 
then $ is a condit ion and p <- ~. I f  ct~ does not satisfy 
O---~ Ay 1 ... Ay  n [p(x,  37 ..... Yn ) "" $(x, Yi . . . . .  Yn )],  then we shall 
write p $; $, whether  $ is or is not  a condit ion. Let us note some further 
facts about  condit ions and the ordering .<_. 
(1) If  ~k = ~(c ,  c I . . . . .  c n ) is a sentence, then either ~ or 7 ~ is a con- 
dit ion or perhaps both are cond i t ions -  for we have. by (Q4), 
c/~ i=OxVy 1 ... VYn[O(x ,y  I . . . . .  Yn) v7f f (X,  Yl . . . . . .  vn)] 
and, by (Q2), 
9t~ I=Q.~:Vy t ,.. Vy ,  ~(x ,y  I ..... y, ,)  
v ( lxVy  t ... Vy  n 7 ~(a' ,y  1 .. . . .  Yn) .  
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(2) t fp  = p(c, c I , ..., %) is a condit ion and • = ~b(c, c I ..... %)  is a 
sentence, then either p <-_ ¢ and ~ is a condit ion or p n "3~ is a con- 
dit ion - for, i fp  < ¢, then clearly ~ is also a conditior~; i fp  5~ q~, then 
~'rtt ~ Ox V)'l ... VY, [P(.\', )'l ...... v,, ) A -q~(.V. 3'1 . . . . .  Y,, )] • 
(3) i f / )  =p(C, C 1 ..... On) is a condit ion and 41 = •l( c, cl . . . . .  %)  
and 42 = ~b(c, c I . . . . .  c , )  are sentences uch that p -< 41 and p -< ~2, 
then p <- 41 ^ 42 - - fo r  
c:~ ~ ~A) ,  I ... Av  n [p(x,  Y l . . . . . .  v ,  ) -* ~ ~ (x, Y t . . . . .  ) ' ,  ) ] 
A OX Ay  I ,,, AYn [p(x ,  Y l . . . . . .  ~'n ) ~ ~2 (x,  Y l . . . .  , Yn  ) ] 
implies, by (c) o f  Lemma i.2, that 
c'#t ~ I~X" Ay I ... Ay ,  [p(x,  Yl . . . . . .  v ,  ) -* 41 (x.  Yl . . . . .  Y~, ) 
^ 42(-\', Yl . . . . .  Y,,)I • 
l .emma 3.2 (Weak Forcing Lemma). For  all cond i t ions  p. all fo rmulas  
~(x I ..... x k)  o f  L (O)  and  all terms t I . . . . .  t k E E, we have 
p .<_ ¢ (q  ..... t k) ¢, p ~*  ¢(t~ ..... tk ) .  
Proof. The proof  is by induction on the length of  formulas o f  L(O). 
There are four cases to consider. 
(a) Suppose ~(x I . . . .  , .~.~,. ) is atomic or of  the form ( l x  f~,(x, x 1 .. . . .  Xk )" 
Then 
p <- q~(t I . . . . .  tk) =. p ~ ¢( t  I . . . .  , tk) =~ p ,q--* ~( t l ,  ..., tk ) .  
To show the corwerse, let us suppose that p ~ ~(t I , . . ,  t k ). Then 
p ^ - l~t  I . . . . .  t k ) is a condihon (by (2) above) which extends p and 
which fo rces - IO(q ,  ..., tk ); thus p does not weakly force ¢(t l , .... tk ). 
(b) Suppose ~b is 41 ^ 42-Thenp <_ ~( t l ,  ..., t k )  ¢~ (by (3) above) 
p <_ 41( t l  . . . . .  t k) and p <- 4.~(t I , ..., t k) '~ (by the induction hypothesis)  
p It=* 41( t l ,  .... t k) andp 1~* 42(t~ ... . .  t , ) ,~  p It-* q~(t~ .... , tk). 
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(c) Suppose ~ is -'l~k. Thenp <- ~(t I . . . . .  t k ) ~ for a l lq  <- p,  
q ~ q~(t 1.... .  t k ) ¢~ (by the induction hypothesis) for all q ~ p, q does 
not weakly force ~0(t I , ..., t k ) ,~ p b -I ~(  t I . . . . .  t k ) ¢* p ~ *"1 ~(  t i , ..., t k ). 
(d) Suppose 4~ is Ax ~0(.¥, x l ,  ..., x k ). Then p <- ¢(t I . . . .  , t k ) =~ for all 
t, p <- ~b(t, t I . . . . .  t k) =, (by the induct ion hypothesis) for all t, 
p II--* ¢,(t, t I . . . . .  t k ) ~ p ~*  O(t I . . . . .  t k ). For the converse, suppose 
p :~ Ax ~b(x, t I . . . . .  t~. ). Then, by ( 1 ) above, p ^ 7 Ax ~(3:, t i . . . . .  t~. ) is 
a condition. Let cn+ i be a constant which does not  occur in I '  or 
t i ,  ..., t k . Then q = p ,', "7 ~b(cn+l, t t . . . . .  tk ) is a condit ion and 
q <_ "1WV=n+l, t l ,  tk ). By the induction hypothesis, q ~-*'q ~(Cn+ ~, 
t t . . . . .  t k ). Since q <- p, this implies that p does not weakly force 
Ax ~b(x, t~ , ..., t~ ). 
Corollary 3.3. Ever), cond i t ion  weakO, lb rces  (Q i ) - (Q4) .  
Proof. Suppose not. Than there exists a condit ion p, an instance 
4,(x I .. . . .  x k) o f  one o f (Q!  ).o.(Q4) and terms t I . . . . .  t k such that 
;) ~- -I$(t 1 .. . . .  t k ). Applying the Weak Forcing Lemma, we find 
ffl~ ~ 0-~ A y I ... AYn  [ p (x ,  Y l . . . . .  Yn ) 
-~ "le2(t I (x,  Y i  . . . . .  Y ,  ) . . . . .  tk (x ,  3;~ .. . . .  Y,, ))1 , 
where p = p(c, c I . . . . .  c ,  ) and t I = t 1 (c, c I . . . . .  c n ) . . . . .  t k = tk(c ,  c I . . . . .  
c n ). Since p is a condit ion, we then have 
°tit ~OxVy l  ... VYn [p(x ,  Y l ,  "... Yn ) 
and so 
^ 7~(tt (x, Y l . . . . .  Yn)  . . . . .  t~(x,  Y l  . . . . .  Y. ))l 
cIrL~ Vx l  ... Vx~. 7¢t : r  I . . . . .  x k )  
which contradicts the fact that -~ is a model o f  L(Q). 
Corollary 3.4. Suppose  ~b(z) is a fo rmuta  o f  J2 (°¢!f ) such that  
°tr~ ~ -1Oz ~b(z). Then  all cond i t ions  Jbrce -1 ~b(c). 
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Roof .  By the Weak Forcing Lemma, it" p ~- ~(c), we have 
~ ~-~ Ay~ ... A.v,, {p(x, Yl, --., Y , )  ~ ¢,(x)] . 
Since p is a condition this implies that 
q~ ~ Qx Vy t ... Vy ,  I!~(x, Y t . . . . .  3", ) ^ ~(X) I 
and so q/l D Qx $(x) which is a contradiction. 
Thus, if A(,,,) is a countable-~ike predicate of  Th(qg) with one free 
vari:,ble, all conditions force -1A (e). In particular, for every a E IMI, all 
conditions force -1(c =.~). We also note the following fact: if p is a con- 
dition and t ~ E, and if %+! is a constant which does not occur in p or 
in ~, then p ^ t = en+l is a condition and this condition forces Cn+l  = t. 
The next lemma, therefore, will enable us to avoid adding new elements 
to countable.like predicates. 
Lemma 3.5 (Lemma on Omitting Types). Let  A(~)  be a countable-l ike 
predicate of  Th(9/~) with the one free variable e. Suppose that p is a 
condit ion and t/tat p U- A(c i )  fi)r some constant c,, i .>- 1. Then there is 
a condit ion q <_ p and an element a E IMI such that q ~- c i =a.  
l?roof. By the Weak Forcing Lemma, we have - with a = Y i  - 
q/[ I = O-X Ay I .,. Aa ... Ay ,  [p(x, Y l  . . . . .  a . . . .  , Yn)  ~ A(a)] 
and, since p is a condition, 
c~ ~ Clx V)'l -.. V~x ... VYn [p(x, y I . . . . .  ~, ..., Yn)  ^  A (a )  ] . 
Applying the quantifier shift (Q5) we obtain 
°t~ I = Vcl(iX Vy  I , , .  VYi_ 1 Vyi+ l ... Vy  n [p(X, Yl  . . . .  ,0e, 
.... Yn) ^ A(~)I • 
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So let a be an element of  the field of  c~ such that 
q'g ~ 0 x V y ! ... VY i -  l VY/, l ... VY,~ [p(x, y i ,  .... Yi- l ,  a_, 
Y~+l . . . . .  Yn)  ^  A(_a.)l . 
The condition p ^ A(c i) ^ c i =-~! is an extension o fp  which forces c~ =a. 
For t ~ E, we set 
D t ={p: fo rsomecn÷l ,p  ~- t=cn÷t} .  
By the remarks preceeding the last lemma, the sets D t are dense sets of  
conditions. For  every countable-like predicate A = A(~) with one free 
variable of Th(q~) and every k >- 1, we set 
D~ ={p:  p R- qA(c~.) or, for somea in the field o f~,  
p H-(,~ =~(}. 
By the Omitt ing Types Lemma the sets Dk4 are also all dense sets of  
conditions. These sets are not necessarily elements of A0- (Recall that 
A 0 is a collection of  dense sets which are definable with parameters in
the forcing model.) So we set Al to be A o together with the sets O t 
and D~, i.e.. 
A 1 ': A 0 U { D t" t ~ E } U {D~ : k >~ 1, A a countable- l ike 
predicate of  Th(qt~) with one free variable }. 
Let G be a Al generic filter of  conditions. Tl~en, by the Truth Lem- 
ma for L(Q). G determines a w,'del c~c; = (/t/c , Qc ) of  L(O). The field 
IM G I of  this model is the set of  equivalence classes c~. and we have 
~c ¢O[c* ,cT  . . . . .  c*~l ~ G ~- O(c,c I . . . . .  c , , ) .  
The collection O6 consists of  all sets X ~ tM6: I such that, for some 
~b(z, c, c l ,  ..., %),  G ~Oz~k(z ,  c, c I ..... c n ) and 
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X= O c, .. . . .  c,,)} 
The map i: IMI --, IMI c given by i(a) =_a * embedsqff intoqtt c .  From the 
Weak Forcing Lemma, it follows that qft a is a model of Th(Crg) and so 
an elementary extension ofgt~. By (Corollary 3.4, we have c* ~ IMI and 
so q~ (; is a proper elementary extension of q/L By the Omitting Ty~)es 
Lemma, and the fact that the sets G n D~ are not empty, we have 
 Atct.l = IMI 
for every k >_ 0 and every countable-like predicate A(a) of Th(qt/) with 
one free variable. Thus q~c; is a proper elementary extension of q?/ 
which leaves countable-like predicates of one free variable unchanged. 
The foregoing discussion shows that, if ~k(z) is a formula of ~?(ctg.) 
such that °/t/~Oz ~(z), then there is an elementary extension of eric 
which expands ~(z) and leaves countable-like predicates unchanged: 
one simply takes a A l -generic G with ~k(c) ~ G. The following lemma 
shows that more generally any predicate ~(z) of ~2(cIt/) which is not 
countable-like can be expanded in an elementary extension cTtta with 
G A l-generic. 
Lemma 3.6 (Lemma on Realizing Types). Let ~/(z) be a formula o f  
d~ (~ql~) which is not a countable-like predicate of  Th(q~). Then there is 
a A 1 -generic J~iter G yielditzg an elementary extension ~ 6 with an ele- 
ment c~. E 1316 1 - tMI such that c~. satisfies t~(z) in qfl~. 
Proof, Since ~(z) is not countable-like, there is a formula ~(x, z) of 
~(cr/~) such that 
~QxVztc~(x,  z) ^  ff(z)l ^A z -3Qx[0(x, z)] . 
We set Po = Vz[~(c, z) n ~k(z)l and we let G be a A l -generic filter with 
P0 ~ G. For every a ~ IMI, q~ ~ "lOx~b(x, a_). Thus, by.Corollary 3:4, 
we have for alla ~ IMI, P0 ~ "l~(c, a). Therefore, for every a ~ IMI, 
P0 tF* Az[~(c, z) - ,  z ~a] ,  On the other hand, since p 0 ~ G, 
G tk Vz (~(c, z) ^  ~(z)); and so, there is a condition p ~ G and a cons- 
tant c k such that for all a ~ IMI, 
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p V* ¢(c, c~) ^  $(ck) ^  ck *a .  
It follows that c~ ~ 134 a I - IMI and that c~ satisfies ~(z) in c~a.  
The model required for Theorem 3. ! can now be constructed. We 
list $1(x), $2 (x) ..... the formulas of ~o(c#[) which are not countable- 
like predicates of Th(C#[). We then take an elementary chain 
97/= D/to.< c'#f ~ <97~2 -< .... 
where ctgk+ 1 is an elementary extension of crtt k which leaves countable- 
like predicates of  Th(°a/c) unchanged and which realizes ~: (x) with an 
element which is not in the field of  ctK k . Since the chain is elementary, 
countable-like predicates of Th(C/g k) are also countable-like predicates 
of Th(C#Z to+ l ). The direct limit of this chain is therefore the required 
model. This completes the proof of  Theorem 3.1. 
As a further application of  the forcing construction we have the fol- 
lowing result which generalizes the Completeness Theorem of 16, § 21. 
Theorem 3.7 (Standard Model Theorem). Ever), consistent theory T of 
L(O) has a standard model. 
Proof. Let °#t be a countable model of T. By successive applications of 
the forcing construction, one can build an elementary chain of  length 
col 
q~ =~0.< c#~l .<q~2 <. . .  -< "t/t~-< . . . .  ~< co I 
such that 
(a) if/j is a limit ordinal, c-gt is the direct limit of the q~a, B < ~; 
(b) if ~ = ~ + 1, then 9/t ~ = ct~O~a, where G~ is a Al-generic filter of 
conditions; the element c* of IMac#l - tM#I is denoted aa; and 
(c) i fa  < ~o I and ~ < 7< co I , and i f~x)  is a formula of£?(c#t a) 
such that c~ a ~Ox~x) ,  then, for some 6 > % ¢(c)~ G s . 
We denote the direct limit of  this chain by cg = (N, cl ). From the Omit- 
ting Types Lemma and the proof of  the Realizing Types Lemma, it fol- 
lows that a formula A(~) with one free variable of~O(~) is a countable- 
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like predicate of Th(qt) if and only if at most countably many elements 
of INI satisfy A(a) ingt.  
We set C= {a~: ~ < tg~} and Q= {X: X c_ INI and X ~ C is uncoun- 
table}. From part (c), it follows that ci c_ O. We now claim that 
(N, cJ ) -< (N, Q). For this we show that for every for,nula O(x ~ ..... x k ) 
of L((I) and all b l , . , . ,  b~ ~ INI, we have 
(N,Q) ~[b  i ..... bkl '~(N ,d)  ~¢[b I ..... b k] . 
This is verified by induction on t ,e length of ~b. The clause for Ox can 
be done as follows: if (N, Q) ~ Ox ~klb~, ..., b k ], then there are un- 
countably man~ aa ~ C such that (N, Q) ~ friar, b I , ..., b k 1 ; so, by the 
induction hypothesis, there are uncountably many aa ~ C such that 
(N, c~) ~ ~[aa, b I .... , b k ]. Let a ~ to t be such that b 1 . . . .  b k ~ IM~ I. 
For some 8> 0t, ~k(c, b. l , ..., b_k) ~ G 6 , Thus crtt~ ~Oxt~[b I .... , b k ] 
and hence (N, d) ~ Ox ~blb I ..... b k ]. Conversely, suppose 
(N, ~ ) ~Clx~[b I ..... bk I. By (c), there are uncountably many a# 
such that (N, d ) ~ ~k[a~, b t ..... b~ 1. So, by the induction hypothesis, 
(N, Q) ~Ox ~[b~ ..... bk i. The fact that (N, Q) >- (N, d ) establishes 
that (N, Q) is a standard model of T. 
Corollary 3.8. Let ~b be a Jbrmula o f  L(O). The following are equivalent. 
(1) ~ is valid. 
(2) ~ is satisfied in all almost standard models o f  L(O). 
(3) ~ is satisJ~ed in all standard models o f  L(O). 
Corollary 3.9. Let T be a consi.~tent, complete theory o f  the language L
which has an explicit generalized quanti1~er V*x. Then T can be extend- 
ed to a complete theory T(Q) in L(Q) such that T(O) satisfies (Q6) and, 
for 7ll formulas A(a) o f  L, T(Q) t-- "q(l~A(r,) if and only i f  A(a) is a 
countable-like predicate o f  7". 
Proof, Let TtQI be the canonical extension of T to L(Q) and let (N, Q) 
be :he model of T[Q] ,grovided by Theorem 3.7. Let 9~ be the set of all 
untountable subsets of  INI. The structure (N,q~) is a model of L(Q) 
which satisfies (Q6). We take T(Q) to be the set of all sentences of L(O) 
which are satisfied in (N ,~) .  Let A(a) = A(a, x 1 , ..., x k) be an arbitrary 
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formula of L. By the constructio[ of (IN, O ) and the fact that T is com- 
plete, the following are equivalent: 
(1) for every al, .... ae E INI, there are at most countably many 
a E INI such that N ~ A [a, a I . . . .  ak 1, 
(2) A(~) is a countable-like predicate of T. 
Therefore, A(~,) is a c¢,untable-like predicate of T if and only if 
T(Q) t-- -1Q~A(~). 
The theory T(O) of the above corollary is not in general unique. 
Question: Under what conditions is the theory T(O) uniquely deter- 
mined by T? 
The next result is obtained using the method of proof of Theorem 
3.7 and alternating the explicit generalized quantifier. 
Theorem 3.10. Let T be a consistent complete theoo, o.f'L and h,t Vtx, 
< w I , be a family o f  explicit get~eralized quantifiers lbr T. Then T has 
an extension to a complete theory TtO) oi" L(O) satisj),ing (Q6) such 
that, for all formulas A(a) of L the follow#ag are equivalent: 
( 1 ) A(~) is a countabh,-like predicate o f  T for every V ~x, ~ < co I ; 
(2) T(Q) I---tQaA(a). 
Corollary 3.1 1. Let T be a consistent complete theory of  L which ad- 
mits an explicit generalized quantifier and let A(u) be a formula of.'. 
which is' a countable-like predicate of  Trier at least one such quantifier. 
Then T has an extension to a complete theory T {O} of L(O) satisfyO~g 
(Q6) such that. for all formulas B(a) o f  L the following are equivalent: 
(1) For every explicit generalized quantifier V*x jbr 71", irA(o:) is 
countable-like predicate of  T with V'x, then so is B(a): 
(2) T {O} I-- "lO~B(a). 
As a further corollary to Theorem 3.7 we have the result that every 
consistent the,~ry T of L(O) can be extended to a consistent theory T sk 
with Skolem functions and in such a way that every countable-like pre- 
dicate of T remains countable-like in T sk, This can be done in the fol- 
lowing manner, Let 9[ = (N, Q) be the standard model of T constructed 
in the proof of Theorem_ _ 3.7. For every formula 0 = ~x,  Yl,  ...,.'n)v of 
L(O), n _> 0, le t f=f ,  be a function from INI n to INt such that 
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~¢Xlxgatb I ..... b,,] ~ ~ ~,~Ij(b~ ..... b,,), b~ ..... b~,] 
for every n-tuple b I ..... b, of elements of  tNt. Adjoining these func- 
tions to N, we obtain a structure (N ! , Q ); expanding the language L(O) 
to include symbols f for these functions, we obtain a countable language 
L I (Q). The structure (N l , Q ) is an almost standard model of  L t (O). 
Continuing in this way for denumerably many steps and taking closure 
under composition and permutation, of arguments, we obtain a denu- 
merable cla~ of functions which .¢e adjoin to N to form a structure 
N sk ; adjoining symbols for these functions to L, we obtain the language 
L sk ((1). The structure (N sk , Q) is an almost standard model of L sk (O). 
We set T sk to be the set of sentences of Lsk(o) which are satisfied in 
(N sk, 0.). 
The theory T sk is consistent and for every formula $(x, Y l ..... Y.) 
of  L sk ((1) we have 
T sk t -  Vx¢(x, Yl .... , Yn) "~ ~b(.t'(Yl ..... Y,, ~, )'1 ..... Yn) ,  
where f is the Skolem function for ~b. Thus in the theory T Sk every for- 
mula is equivalent to one in which the quantifiers Vx hx  do not ap- 
pear. Moreover, i rA(a)  = A(a, x I .... , x k) is a countabL At~e predicate 
of T, then for all b I ..... b k ~ INI, there are at most cour, tably many 
b ~ tNI such that (N s~ , 0.) ~A[b ,  b 1 , ..., b k ] : therefore, A(a) is also 
a countable-like predicate of  T sk . We also note that, if 7' satisfies (Q6), 
we can use the standard model (N ,~)  of T, where 9t consists of all un- 
countable subsets of INI, and the Skolem theory obtained will also sa- 
tisfy (Q6). We have proved 
Theorem 3.12. Let T be a consistent theory oJ'L((l). Then T can be ex- 
tended to a consistent Skolem theory T sk o f  LSk(o) such that every 
countable-like predicate o f  T ~s also a countable-like predicate o f  T sk . 
Moreover, i f  T satisfies (Q6), then there is a consistent Skolem theoo, 
T sk extending T which also satisfies (Q6). 
The forcing apparatus used to prove Theorem 3.1 can be applied to 
denumerable models ct/t = (M, Q) of Skolem theories. But, in this case, 
it is interesting to note that the construction of  an elementary extension 
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by means of a generic filter of  conditions can be reduced to an ultra- 
power construction. The reason for this is that a condition p(c ,Q  .... ,c n) 
must satisfy 
flit BOx Vy  I ... Vy  n p(x,  3'1 . . . . .  Yn ) : 
using the Skolem functions to eliminate the Yi, we have 
~ Oxp(x , l '~  (x ) ,  ...,/',,(x}). 
Hence p can be extended to a condition 
p(c ,  c I , ..., c , )  ^ c l  = f l  ( c )  ^ ... ^ c~ = f , , ( c )  . 
In other words, the setD k ={p: p Pr. c~ =f(c)  for some Skolem func- 
tion f} is a dense set of  conditions. So consider a A l -generic filter G 
such that G n D k is non-empty for all k >_ 0, For such G, the field of  
the elementary extension of (M, Q) determined by G can be identified 
with the set of  Skolem ftmctionsf(x) of  (M, Q) modulo the equivalence 
relation 
f (x )  ~ -g(x) o G U- f ( c )  = g(c) . 
Moreover, the set of X such that for some ~k(x), G It- $(c) and 
X = {a ~ IMI: M ~ ~[a]} is an ultrafilter on the subsets of tMI which 
are definable in (M, Q). This ultrafilter is complete for countable-like 
intersections. For Skolem functions T(x) and g(x), f(x) --- g(x) if and 
only i f f (x)  and-g(x) are equal modulo this ultrafilter. 
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In this section, we extend the forcing machinery developed in section 
3 in a vcay suggested by the methods of  Gait'mann [3]. 
Let 9tt = (M, Q) be a countable n~ndel of L(Q) .  We augment he lan- 
guage of 9~ by me~ns of two sets of  :~ew individual constants: d I , d 2 , .., 
d n, ... indexed by the natural number; and Csl, cs2 . . . . .  Csn . . . .  indexed 
by the rational numbers. If ~ is a sentence of this expanded language 
we write ~b = ~(cs  1 . . . . .  csn, d I , .. d~:~ ) subject o two conventions: 
(i) the constants displayed exhaust he new individual constants ap- 
pearing in ~b, and 
(ii) the constants cs ! . . . . .  cs n are listed in the order s I < s 2 < ... < s n 
of the rational ,aambers. 
We define a contrition to be a sentence p = p(cs  t ..... cs n , d 1 . . . . .  d m ) 
such that 
~C/Xl ...Oxn V)'l ... VYm P(x i  ..... Xn,)' l  . . . . .  Ym) ,  
where x 1, -.., xn ,  Y l . . . .  , Ym are distinct variables not appearing in p 
and p(x  I . . . .  , xn ,  Y l ..... Ym ) is the formula obtained by substituting x i
for Csi ( 1 <- i <- n )  and 3)/'or dj ( I <- ] <- m). The order relation p <- q 
on conditions is defined by 
p < q ¢, c~ N~Xl  ... Cl_v.n Ay  I ... Ay  m [p(x 1 . . . .  , Xn ' 
3'1 . . . . .  Ym ) "~ q(x l  ..... xn, 3'1 ..... Y,z )1 , 
where p = p(Cs I . . . . .  cs n , d I . . . .  , d m ) and q = q(cs  I ..... cs n , d I ..... d m ). 
We define the field E of the forcing model to be the set of  all closed 
terms of  the expanded language. As in section 3, we define the forcing 
relation p IF- ¢~(t I .... , t k) fo rp  (a condition), tI .... , tk ~ E and 
¢~ = 0(xt ,  ..., -~:k ) (a formula of  LOI~) with k free variables which is either 
an atomic fox alula or of  the form Ox 4)  by 
p ~- ¢~t I , .... tk) ,~ p <- ~t  l ..... tk ) .  
The situaticn is perfectly analogous to that in section 3. It is clear that 
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the forcing model is coherent. Moreover the Weak Forcing Lemma: 
p F* ¢(t l ,  ..., t/¢)¢, p <_ dp(t! . . . . .  tk) , 
continues to hold. From this it follows that all conditions weakly force 
(Q1)-(Q4).  The Omitting Types Lemma takes the followiag form: If 
A(a) is a countable-like predicate of Th(C~) and i fp F A(d  k),  then 
p ^ d k = Lt is a condition for some a ~ IMI. To establish this last lemma, 
one uses the fact that i fA(a)  is countable-like, then 
Th(Cr//) ~- Qx I ... Ox n Val ~k ^  A l -" VaOXl . . .Oxn [ ~ ^ A ] 
whenever x 1 ..... x~ are variables which do not occur free in A ; this fol- 
lows from n applications o f  (Q5) and n - 1 applications of  (a) of  Lem- 
ma 1.2. 
We also note that, as in section 3, we cannot have p F $(%) if 
Of/~ "lOz ~b(z)~ Thus the Omitting Types Lemma will enable us to 
construct elementary extensions of  9/t which leave countable-like pre- 
dicates unchanged. Note also that p ~ cs I ~ cs 2 for all p and all s I * s 2. 
Furthermore, we have the dense sets of conditions 
D t={p: fo rsomed k ,pR- t=d k} ,  
where t ~ E, and 
D~ = {p: p Pc- A (dk)  = p ~ d k =a for somea E IMI}, 
where A = A(a) is a countable-like p~dic~ate of Th(qff) with one free 
variable. 
S;~ppose ~(z) is a fonnula o f~(c~)  such that c~ ~Oz ¢/(z). Let 
D~ :,: {p: for some c s, p ~- ~(Cs)}. We claim that D o is a dense set of  
conditions: indeed, let q = q(cs] . . . . .  Csn, d I . . . . .  d m ) be a condition; 
we have 
cl'd ~ Qx  = ... Qxn  VY  1 "" Vyn  [q(x I , ' " ,  xn, Y t, .'-, -i'm )1 
^ Qz (z). 
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Hence, using Lemma 1.2, and supposing : distinct from x I , .... x n, 
Y l ,  "" , -  m,  
~CI::O'Vl "'" Qxn  VYi "'" VYm [q (x l  . . . . .  Xn, Y l  , .... Ym ) 
^ ¢J(z) l .  
So with s < s I we have the conditiortq ^ ~b(cs). This 2ondition extends 
q and weakly forces ~k(cs). This est,blishes the claim. 
Let A 2 ~ &0 be a countable collection of dense sets of conditions 
which contains each D t, each D~ and each D~. Let G be a A 2 generic 
filter of condifioas. The generic filter G determines a model crg a = 
(Ma, Qa ) of L((I), By the Truth Lemma for L(Q) the set Qa is defined 
by 
X ~ Q~; o ther~ exists ~(x, csl ..... csn, d I ..... d m ) such that 
G ~'(lx~k andX = {d~.: G ~ ~kid k, csl ..... csn, 
d l , . . . ,d  m)} • 
The mappinga ~ d~, where G ~-a = d k , is an elementary embedding 
of C~ into eg/a We have cs* l ¢ c* 2 fors t ~ s 2 and so the Cs* are distinct 
elements of Me, I and no e* satisfies a formula ~k(z) of ~?(97/) if 
~ "7 Qz ~k(z). By the proof of the Realizing Types Lemma, c~ 6 is a 
complete nd extension o f~.  
Theorem 4.t.  Let 9?/= (M, Q) be a countable model of f (Q) .  Thengtl 
has a complett enti extension c~ such that a stlbset o f  IMI is definable 
(with paraweters) both in ~ and in c~ i f  and only i f  it is defz)lable by 
a l'ormula A(a) with parameters #1 IMI which is a countable-like predi- 
cate o f  Th(e~). 
Proof, Let ¢(:) be a formula of.~(c~) which is not a countable-like 
predicate of  Th(qg,). Let ~k(z) = ~k(cs I ..... Csn, d 1 ..... d k , z) be a for- 
mula of  the expanded language. Consider the set 
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for some a ~ IMl, ~ = ¢[a] and p ~- "1 ~k(.q,) 
or for some a ~ IMl, ~ I=-l~[ai andp [-- ~(.a_) 
or for some d;, p U- ~(d i) and 
p [ - 'q [d i=a l  fo ra l la~ IMI}. 
To prove the theorem we show that the D¢~ are dense sets of  condi- 
tions. Let q = q(ct l  . . . .  , ct m , d I . . . . .  d/) be a condition. We can suppose 
that {s I , .... sn} c--{tl . . . .  , tin} and that/>- k. We set s t = ti I , ...,s n = ti n. 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1 : For some p <- q and some a ~ IM I, either £¢t ~ O[a ] and 
p X--q¢J(_a_) or ~rtt ~- l~[a l  andp F ~k(_a_). 
Case 2. Fora l la~ IMI, ~ ¢" l~[a]  ~ q F'q~,(g_) and 91/ ¢~[a l  =~ 
q I1-* ~(a_). 
If Case 1 applies, q has an extension in D~.  So suppose Case 2 ap- 
plies. We have, for all a ~ IMI, 
~¢fax l  -.-OXm VYl . . -Vy i [q (x l  . . . .  , xm,Y l , . . . , Y / )^  
[¢;(x~l . . . . .  xin, y l ,  .... yk  , a_) ,~ ¢(a__)l ! • 
Hence, 
c#t NA zOx l  -.. Qxrn VY l  "'" V-v/lq(xl, "", Xm , Y l  , "", Y/)  a 
[~(xi I , --', x i  n, Y l  . . . . .  Yk ,  z )  ~ ~(z)] l . 
Since ~(z) is not a countable-like predicate of  Th(-'7~), there is a formula 
X(X, z) of &?(fftt.) such that 
Therefore 
e#t¢OxVz[q~(z )  ^ x(x, z)] ^ -1VzOxx(x,  z ) .  
tTg ~ Qx  Qx  I ... Qxm V y I "" V.vi [q(x  I . . . . .  xm , Y 1, """ Y/ )  ^  
Vz[O(xi  1 . . . . .  x i , ,  Y l  . . . . .  Yk ,  z )  ^ x(x, z)l ] . 
We take t < t 1 and we have the condition p given by 
p = q(Ctl, ..., Ctr a , d I , ..., d i) ^ Vz[ lk(cs! ..... csn, d I .... , dk, z) ^ 
x(c t, z) l  . 
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For all a E IMI, we have p tF. 'q X(C t, a); it follows that, for all a ~ IMt, 
p ~- "-1[@(%1 . . . . .  cs ,  d I , . . . ,  d k , a _) ^  X(c  t ,  a) ]  . 
We have the condition 
p ^ ¢,(% ..... %,, ctl ..... ,tk, d/+l) ^  X(ct, ai+l ) 
which forces d/÷ l #: a for all a E IM t; and so this condition is an ex- 
tension of q which is in D~,~. This establishes that the D¢~ are dense 
sets of  conditions. We now take a A2-generic filter G such that G has 
non-empty intersection with every D~,~. The ttleorem now follows 
easily from the Truth Lemma for L(Q). 
Corollary 4.2. Let ,14 = (IMt,~) be a countable transitive E-model o f  ZF. 
Then M has a proper elementary extension o f  which it is the standard 
parL 
Remark. For the definition of the weltjounded or standard part of a 
model of set theory see, for example, [2]. The standard part of a model 
N is denoted sp(N). 
Proof of the Corollary. For ZF set theory we have the explicit genera- 
lized quantifier 
(¢,, x) t-" A/I(~ E On --- Vx(x E OnAX> ~/t, ¢,)), 
where ~ is a variable not occurring in @. For this quantifier, the intuitive 
meaning of V*x~, is that unboundedly many ordinals atisfy @. Let 
c~ -_ (M, Q) be tile model of L(Q) canonically associated with M. By 
Theorem 4.1, th¢~re exists a proper elementary complete nd extension 
c~ = (N, O~) of ~ such that IMt is not a set of ~ .  Note that the struc- 
ture N is an eler,-~entary extension of M. We can identify sp(N) with a 
transitive set; le', us verify that sp(N) = ]MI. By the replacement scheme, 
we have 
ZF I -A~t~ On-+- [V*xVy( rk (y )< lJA ~) 
.~ Vy  V*x(rk(>,) < ~ ^  @)]i, 
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where rk denotes the rank function. This means that for every ordinal 
9' ~ IMI the predicate rk (y )< ~_ is a countable-like predicate of  Th(ent). 
So, for 7 ~ IMI, we have R(7)  M = R(9")~ v. Hence the embedding 
i: M ' - *N  is the identity on IMI. We also have 
sp(N) = U r(9") N , 
7 < OSl~N) 
where osp(N) = On n sp(V). Therefore, the corollary will be established 
if we can show that osp(N) = On ~ . Suppose this is not the case; then 
On M ~ sp(N) and 1/141 is a set of  N. But this is impossible. So osp(N) = 
On M and the corollary follows. 
We next apply the forcing machinery to obtain ,, ame results on ele- 
mentary chains of  models. Let R denote the real numbers. Given an ele- 
mentary chain (9/tr, r ~ R) o f  extensions of  a model <~t, we will denote 
9tt by 9g_** ar.d we will denote the direct limit of  the chain byg/ t , .  
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a theory oJ L(Q) with Skolem functions and let 
flit be a countable model o f  T. Then there exists an elementary chain 
(c/It r, r ~ R) of  extensions o f  tilt such that, for -~  <- r < r' <_ **, 
(1) tilt r' is a complete nd extension o f  gilt, and 
(2) a subset X o f  the f ieM ofgl~ r is definable (with parameters) both 
in tYlt r and in Ctlt r' i f  and only i f  X = { a: 9It r ~ A [a ] } for  some coun table. 
like predicate A = A(a) of  Th(edtr). 
Proof. Tile idea is to choose a A 2-generic filter G which also intersects 
some additional dense sets of  conditions. We set up notation as follows: 
(a) for k >- 1, we set 
Dk = {p: p ~- dk --/(q~ . . . . .  %)} 
for some Skolem function f and some s l ,  ..., s n , 
(b) for ~, = ~k(c h , .... csm, x), s I < ... < s m < s, we set 
D~, s = (p:  i fp  I--Qx ¢~(c h , ..., %n '  x), then for some t, s m < 
t< s,p t-* ~(ql '  ""'Gm 'g)} ' 
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(c) for A --: A(cs  I . . . . .  csm , a ) ,  k >_ I, we set Dk. A = {p: e i ther  
p ~ Vz  1 ... Vz i [Qx  Va(~  ^  A)  ^ "1VaQx(q~ ^ A)] for some 
= ql(Ctl ..... ctr ,  z I . . . . .  zi,  x ,  a )  with t 1 < ... < t n <_ s m or for all such 
ql, p tt--* Az 1 .....  ^ z i [Qx  Va(~ ^  A) ~ VaQx(O ^ A)I  and, if 
p ~ A(cs l .  "..., c%,  dk) ,  then p ~ d k " f (cu  I . . . . .  Cu]) for some Skolem 
funct ion land  s(,me u I < ... < u i <- s.~}. 
(d) for tb = ¢(cs I , .... csn, z )  and ~k = qJ(cq . . . . .  C:m, z) with 
{ s l  . . . .  , Sn } C_ {t I . . . . .  t m }, we set D~,~, = { p: e i ther  for some Skolem 
funct ion g(cu I . . . .  ' cul )' u 1 < ... < uj <_ s n , p b -1 [O(cs I . . . . .  Cs n , g (c .  1' 
.... cui) )  ,-. O(cq  . . . .  , ct m , g(cu i . . . . . cui))] or for some Skolem funct ion 
f ( c  v , , coz) , v I < < v i < tm,P  gt- ~(c t  , , ct m, f (co  , , co~)~ and, 1 . . . . . . . .  .. 1 ""~ " l . . . . .  
for all g(cu l '  ""' Cu..), u I < ... < uj % sn, P ~ -1 [](co 1 .. . .  , co i) = g(Cu 1 .. . .  ' 
cu~)] or  for all X =JX(x, z,  % . . . . .  , Cu,), u I < ... < ui _<_ s n , 
p ~-*Ox Vz(x ^  ~)-~ vz  Ox'(x ^  O)l. 
Lemma 4.4. Ti le D k , D~,  s, Dk,  A and  D~,¢ are all  dense  sets  o f  cond i -  
t ions, 
Proof  of  Lemma. (a) For this part we direct the reader to the remarks 
fol lowing Theorem 3.1 I. 
(b) Suppose q ~- Qx  ~b(c h .... .  csm, x ) ,  where 
q = q(c t l , . . . ,  ¢ tn ,d  I . . . . .  dg) ,  (Sl, . . . ,s in} C_C_ {t 1 ..... tn} . 
Let s I = ttl . . . . .  s m = ti m and Sra = tg,  
We have, by the Weak Forcing Lemma and the fact that q is a condi- 
tion, 
9~ ~ Qx~ ... Ox  n Vy I ... Vyg  [q (x  1, "", Xn,  Y l  . . . . .  Yg)  
h QX ¢(Xil ..... Xim, X)] . 
We then  have,  assuming  the var iables x I , . . . ,  x n , Y l ,  ..., Yg are all dis- 
t inct  f rom x ,  
"~Ox I ...QXkOXO.~Ck+ 1 . . .Qx . ,  Vy I ... VYg [q(x 1 .. . .  , Xn,  
v ¢(xel ..., xjm Yl, ..... g) ^  , , x ) l .  
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Let t be a rational number such that s m < t < tk+ 1 and t < s. Consider 
the c¢ndition q(cq  . . . . .  c t  n , d ! . . . . .  d e )  ^ ~b(CSl , .. . ,  cs m , ct). This condi- 
tion extends q and is ia D~,  s. 
(c) Let q be a condition. Then either q has an extension p such that 
(1) ~ F Vz 1 ... Vz i [Ox  Va(~k ^  A) ^ 7 VaQx(~k ^  A)I for some 
= ~(cq ,  ..,, c t  n , z I , ,.., z i, x ,  ~)  with t I < ... < t n .<- s m or else 
(2) q It-* ^  z I ,..  ^ z j  lOx  Va(¢~ ^  A ) -* VaO.r(~k ^  A ) 1 for all such ~. 
If (1) is the ease, then q has an extension in Dk, A . So suppose (2) holds 
and that q F A(cs l  . . . . .  Csm , d k ). We set q = q(cq  . . . . .  ct  , d 1 . . . . .  d h ), 
where m < g and k <_ h and {t I ..... tg} ~_ {s I ..... s in} .  ~e  also set 
s ! = t h . . . . .  s m = tim and s m = t n. Since q ^ A(cs  I ..... cx,n, d k ) is a con- 
dition, we have 
¢Ox~ ... Oxg Vy~ ... V.vh Iq(x~ . . . . .  xg, y~ ..... Yn ) 
^ A (x h ..... xjm, yk ) ] 
and, by (2) and the Weak Forcing Lemma, 
~ ~ ... if-% Ay~ ... ^Yh {q(x l  . . . . .  xg, y~ . . . . .  Yh) + 
Ax,,+~ ... Axg_~ [Oxg Vyk(q(x~ ..... %,  Yt ..... Yn) 
^ A(X i l  . . . . .  r im '  Yk ))  ~ VykQxg(q(x l  . . . . .  xg ,  )'1 . . . . .  Yh ) 
^ A(xi I ..... x i  m , Yk ))1} 
or, since xg does not occur in A(x h . . . . .  x~ m , 3"k ), 
I= Ox~ ... Q% ^y l  ..- AYe, {q(x i . . . . .  x.¢, v~ , ..., .vh ) 
^x,,+l ... Axg_ l [Clxg V vk(q(x l  . . . . .  x , ,  v I , ..., )'h ) 
^ A(x  h , ---, -ri m , Yk)) ~ VYk [Qxg(q(xl ..... xg,Yl ," ' ,Yh) 
^ A(x h ... .  , -%,,Yk))]  l} • 
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Continuing in this way to apply (2) and the Weak Forcing Lemma, we 
arrive at 
ctlt ~ Qx  I ,.. Cl---xg Ay  I .., A yh {q(x  1 . . . . .  xg,  Y l  . . . . .  Yh ) 
~, [(:lxn+ 1 . . .Qxg  Vyk(q(x | ...... g , ) l ,  Yh) 
^ A(x l l  . . . . .  ":ira' Yk )) ~ VYkOXn+ 1 "'" Oxg(q(x  1 , ' " ,  Xg, 
Y 1, "", Yl, ) ^ A(xj I , "", '~)ra" Yk ))l ) • 
H,:nce, 
~Ox I ...Qx n VYkOXn+ l . . .Qxg Vy[ ... VYk-t VYk+l . . .VYh  
[ q (x  I ..... xg,  Y l , ..., Yh ) ^ A(x i  I , ,.., x i  m , Yk ) ] • 
Let f be a Skolem function such that 
~Qx ! ...Oxg VYl ... VY , - I  VYk÷l  ... VYh  [q (x l  . . . .  , xg,  
Yl, ..., -Vk- I ,  f (x l ,  .... xn) ,  Yk+l ,  ..', Yh)  ^ A(x i  x , ' " ,x i  m , 
f (x  I , ..., x,,))l . 
We therefore have the condition q ^ d k = f (c t  I . . . .  , Ctn). This condit ion 
extends q and is in Dt..A. 
(d) This part is very similar to the arg,ament that the D , , ,  are dense 
sets of  conditions which is given in the proof of  Theorem 4.1. We shall 
therefore omit the details. 
Let G be a ^ 2-generic filter of conditions uch that G has non-empty 
intersection with every Dk,,4,  D k , Dc,,s and D~,, .  The generic filter G 
determines a model ~ a which we denote by ett/,, = (M**, O,. ). The 
structure t-~** has Skolem functions and so for r ~ R we can define a 
substructure q~r = (Mr,  (~r) with 
IM, I = {.f(cs* 1, ..., cs*n): f i s  a Skolem function and s 1 , .... s n < ~'}, 
Qt = {{a E iMtl: q~** ~ ¢|a l}  : ~ = ~(o) is a formula of d?(q/~ r) such 
that q~.  I= Qv~}. 
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It is straightforward to check that each ~r  is an elementary subsystem 
ofgtt** and an elementary extension of R/t** = 9it. Furthermore, for 
r < r', 9,'t r is an elementary subsystem ofqttp,. Since G ta D k is non- 
empty for all k, cot a is the direct limit of the eOt r, r < *~. Note that, 
since G intersects the sets Dk.,¢, countable-like predicate of  Th(C~r) 
are not expanded ingtt r'. To check that c~tf is a proper extension of 
9?/r, let r < s < r', where s is a rational number. We claim that c* ~ IMrl. 
For if c* ~ IMrl, we would have, for some Skotem function f and for 
s 1 <. . .<s  n r<s ,C*s  - -  • f (Cst  . . . .  , c* n ). By the Truth Lemma for L(O), 
this implies that G U- l(csl . . . . .  cs n ) = c s whence 
e//[ U--- Qx  1 ... OXnQXn+ 1 [ f (x  I . . . . .  x n ).-" Xn+ 1 ] , 
This is impossible since f i s  a function and 97t sat.%fies (Q4). The claim 
having been established, it now follows from th~ fact that G intersects 
the D+,s and the proof of  the Realizing Types Lemma that all predicates 
~(z) of Z~(etttr) which are not countable-like are expanded in 9ltr.. Thus 
c/if+ r, is a complete nd extension of c#t r. Moreover, since G intersects 
each D,,~, a subset X of  IMrl is definable with parameters in~r '  only 
if X = {a: ¢t/t r ~ A [al} for some countable-like predicate A(a)  of Th(e0tr). 
This finishes the proof of  the theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 9It be a countable model  o f  L(O). Then °tit has a con+- 
p!ete end extension fllt_** suc,~ that there is an elementary chair 
6rtt r , -~  <_ r <_ +**) which satisfies, for  all _o. < r < r' .<_ +~, ( 1 ) °tlf. r, is 
a complete end extension ofetltr, and (2) a subset X o f  the f~Mofet t t r  
is definable with parameters both in 9tt r and in tTttr, i f  and only (1' 
X = { a: el~ r ~ A [a 1 } for  some countable-like predicate A = A (a) o f  
Th(C~tt,). 
Proof. We start with the given model 9/t and we let 9t = (N, Q) b~: the 
elementary extension of ct/t constructed in the proof of  the Standard 
Mode I rheorem by means of the direct limit of  a chain of  complete nd 
extension ~ ~, ~ < e I . As indicated in section 3, (N, O ) can be ex- 
panded to an almost standard model 9t sk - (N sk , 0 )  with Skolem func- 
tions. Taking the Skolem closure of  IMl! in 9t sk yields a countable mod- 
el cut sk -< 9t sk, The reduct of  this model to L(O) is a complete nd ex- 
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tension of  97t which we denote by cT/t _~. Applying Theorem 4.3 to cytSk, 
we obtain an elementary chain (¢~t sk ; -~  <- r <_ +o~): the chain (c'#Zr; 
-** <- r <_ -too) o f  reducts of  these model tc L(Q) is also an elementary 
chain. 
Clearly, every predicate ~(z) of Z?(~,.) which is not a countable-like 
predicate of  Th(Qg r) is satisfied in otttr, for r' > r by an element which 
is not in the field of  girt. Also, for every such 4ffz), {a: crttr ~ ~b[a]} is 
not definable with parameters in cOtr,. On the other hand, if countable- 
like predicates of  Th(C~r) are not to be expanded in C~r., it is necessary 
that countable-like predicates of  Th(9?t r) also be countable-like predi- 
cates of Th(Cr/t ~ ). This is immediate if cot satisfies (Q6); to assure this 
in general we shall require that the generic filter used to construct the 
chain (cYt Sk ; --~ -<- r ~ +0~) encounter yet some further dense sets of 
conditions. 
Given ~ = ~(z I , ..., z~, z) a formula of  2(9?t _~ ), constants csl ..... Csn, 
Skolem functions f l  ..... fk of n arguments, we set S = {s 1 ..... s.}, 
F = {fl ..... fk } and 
DO, S,F = { p: eitlser for all ~k = ~k(x I ..... xm,x ,z )  of.Q(c~ Sk) 
p H-* Ax I ...Ax,,, [OxVz[~ ^  ~(f l (cs l  . . . . .  csn) . . . . .  
.t~(c~l , .., c~,,), z)l -~ VzOx 41 
or for some formula x = ×(oR .... , o i, x ,  z )  of Z?(c#~, __.0 ), 
p H--* Vo I ... Vv~[( lxVz[¢( f  I (csl ..... %) .. . . .  
.t'k(cq ..... cs.), :)  ^ x] ^  -1VzOxx]}.  
It follows from the Lcmma below that the De, s, F are dense sets of 
cenditions. Therefore, we take a A2-generic filter which has non-empty 
imersection with all the D k , D A k,  D ¢, ,s, D ~,~ '~ nd D ~,s, F. Such a gene- 
ric: filter then yields an elementary chain (cyt~k, --~ <_ r < +¢0) such that 
tt:e chain of  reducts to L(Q), (cOt r, -~* ~ r <_ ~) ,  satisfies the conclu- 
sion of  the theorem. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let  p = p(ct l  , .... Ctm , d! . . . . .  d]) be a condition, let 
~t = ~/(Ctl  , . . . ,  Ctm , X, Z), let {S 1 ... . .  S,: } C {t I ..... t,. }, l e t f  ! . . . . .  fk be 
Skolem funct ions  o f  n arguments and let ~ = O(z 1 ..... zk,  z)  be a ]brmu- 
la o f  ~? (°t~ .= ). Suppose that 
p ~OxVz[~(A(c~l . . . . .  c , )  . . . . .  f , (%,  .... c~),z) ^  4~l 
^ qVzOx~O.  
Then there is a condit ion q <- p and a formula  × = X(U l . . . . .  u i, x. z) o f  
(CTll_= ) such that 
q H-* io  I ... Voi [Qx V2[O(A  (csl ..... Cs n) .... ,fk (%1 ..... CSn )' : )  
^ ×] ^ ~VzQxx] .  
Proof of Lemma. Let gl . . . . .  tz i be Skolem functions such that 
t-~Sk [=AX 1 ... AX  m |V) ,  1 ... Vy]p(x  l . . . . .  Xm,  ) ' !  . . . . . .  )~)  
p(x  I . . . . .  x , .  . g t  (x  l , ..., xm ) . . . . .  g i (x  i . . . .  , x,,, ))1 • 
We set  s I = ti t . . . .  , s,, = t i . .  
Consider those m-tuples a,, l . . . . .  a~m of  elements o f  C which satisfy the 
formula 
p(x  l , ..., Xm , g l (xl ..... Xm ), "', g/(X l . . . . .  Xm )) 
^ Ox Vz[¢( f l (xq ,  .... xt,,) ..... f~(xq ,  ..., x~,), z) 
^ ¢j(x I . . . . .  x m ,x , z ) ]  ^ - IVzOx ~(x  I . . . . .  x , . .  x ,  z )  
in q tSk  Let 
b I =j71 (a=il, -.., a=in) ..... b k =fk(a=i i ,  .... at, in) .  
Then ~(b I , ..., b,~, z) is satisfied by uncountably  many eleme,ats in~ sk 
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and hence in the standard model ,'~. Therefore, ~(b_b I ..... __bn, z) is not  a 
countable-like predicate of Th(~);  so there exists a formula × = X(Ol, 
..., v i, x, z) o f~ (q~ _= ) such that 
c~ ~Vul  ,.. Vu~[O.x Vz[~(b 1 . . . . .  b , ,  z)  ^  X] ^  -1VzQxx] 
Thus a¢~l, . , , ,  a~, m satisfies 
P(XI  . . . .  ' Xm, g l  (XI . . . . .  'Cm ), "", g](Xl ,  "-', Xm )) 
A V o I ... Voi[O.'¢ Vz[~( f  l (Xil . . . . .  xi,, ), " ' , f k  (x i  1 . . . .  , xin ), z)  
^ x l  ^ -1 VzOxx].  
Since for each m-tuple there are at most countably many such ×, and 
since p is a condition and, by hypothesis, weakly forces the formula, 
there must exist a single formula × of ~(c~_... ) such that 
t-~Sk kOxt  . . .Q.v m [p(x  t . . . . .  xm ,g l (x l  .... , x  m ) . . . . .  g ] (x l  . . . . .  Xm )) 
^ Vo / .~ Vv~[Qx Vz[C( , f  I (x i t  . . . . . .  ,c~,,) . . . . .  f k (xq  ... . .  x i ,  ,), z) 
^ x]  ^  "7 VzCxx] .  
So we take q to be the condit ion 
P(Ctl . . . .  , tm , dl .. . . .  d/] A d I = gl  (ct l  , .... Ctm ) ^ ... 
^ d i =gj (cq .... .  " t , , )  ^  Vo l  ,.. Vo i [OxVz[¢( f l  (c~x,..., c~:), 
..... ~, (csl , ..., cs, ), z)l  ^ q VzQxx] .  
Another look at the proof of Theorem 4.5 reveals that theories of 
L(Q) have a certain additional type of "standard model". Suppose 
(A, <) is an ordered set which is isomorphic to the rational numbers. 
For a E A, we denote by (a, ,o) the set of b E A such that b > A. A set' 
X is said to be dense in (a, ~) if, for all b, c with a < b < c, th,;re is an 
element d e X such that b < d < c. 
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Theorem 4.7. Let T be a consistent theory o f  L(O) satisfying (Q6), 
Then there is a model qf = (N, eI ) of  T and an ordered xet (,4, <) iso- 
morphic to the rationals uch that A c_ INI and 
c5 = {X: X ~ INI and X t3 A is dense in some (a, **) for 
a A}. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.5 and letCg be the structure c~**. Take (A, <) 
to be the set of c* ordered by their indices. 
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In section 1, we indicated that the quantifier shift (QS) can be consi- 
dered as a uniformization principle. In this section, we consider some 
further uniformization principles and the omitting types results that 
they lead to. 
Let ¢'~ denote a model of L(Q). We say that a function f is defined in 
e~ if there is a formula F(x, y) of L(97/) such that 
C~Ax[Vy  F(x,y)-~ V! y F(x,y)] 
and f = {(a, b): c-g ~ FIa, b]}. If ~O') is a formula of L(°g) and i f f  is 
defined in 9tt, we write 0(f(x)) as an abbreviation for Ay[F(x, y)-* ~(y)] 
Suppose that A(o) is a predicate of .e(c~) with the one free variable 
o. Let H be a set of functions which are defined in 9t/. We say that A (u) 
is dependent on H if 
ctt~  Qx Vo[ ~l,(x, t,)^ A(o)] ~ c~ ~Qx[ ~k(x, f(x))  ^  A( f (x  ) ) l 
for some f in  H whenever $(x, o) is a formula of  L(gtt) and x is a vari- 
able distinct from o. 
Thus, for example, if A (o) is countable-like, then A (o) is dependent 
on ~he conMant functions defined in c~. Further examples will be con- 
sidered presently. 
For forcing conditions p(c, c t .... , c o ) of the type considered in sec- 
tion 3, when A(o) is dependent on H, we see that p ~- A(c k ) ~, p ^ c k = 
f(c) is a condition for somef~ H. Th.ls remark leads to the following 
generalization of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 5.1. Let ~. • = (M, Q ) be a countable model o f  L(O), let An(U ) 
be formulas oJ-£'(c'g) and let I t ,  be sets o f  functions which are defined 
in 9If, where n = 1, 2, 3, .... The following conditions are equivalent. 
(t)  Each An(u) is dependent on 1-1,,. 
(2) For elery formu!a ~(x) o f  £(OCt) such that glt ~Ox~(x),  there is 
an eleraenta~v e.~tension c/~= (N, eJ) of  cl~ with an element b ~ INI - ~/I 
such that (i) e~ ~ ~[bl,  (ii) q~ t= x[b] ~' ~ l= Oxx(x) for  aUformulas 
X(x) of .e  (e~), and (iii) for ever), n, for ever), a ~ IN I, c~ ~ An(a) 
q~ t=a_ - f(~) for some !'~ bin. 
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Proof. For the direction (1) ~* (2) the forcing method of section 3 can 
be used. Employing the notation of section 3, let G 0e a ~l  generic 
filter with @(c)~ G such that, for every n and k, i fG l--A,(c k) then 
G l-c~ =_f(c) for somef~/ /n"  Take 9t to be the elementary extension 
9t/a of ~ determined by G, and take b to be c*. Requirements (i), (ii) 
and (iii) can be seen to follow at once. For the direction (2) ~, (I), let 
us suppose that 91t BOx Vo[@(':, o) t, An(o)]. Let 9t be an elementary 
extension of C#t with distinguished element b ~ INI- IMI, where we take 
@(x) to be Vo[~k(x, v) a An(O)]. So we have by (i), 
9t vv[ @(__b, v) ^  A,,W)] 
and, by (iii), 
~[= ~(b,f(b))  ^  An(l'(b)) 
for some f~ H n. Hence by (ii), 
c~Ox[@(x , f (x ) )  ^  An(f(x))l ; 
thus An(o) is dependent on H n . 
We shall now discuss ome examples from set theory. In [ 1 1 1, Solovay 
constructs countable well-founded models of ZF + DC + LM, where LM 
is the proposition that all sets of real numbers are Lebesgue measurable. 
IfM t is such a model, then the theory ofM l has the explicit generalized 
quantifier 
<¢,x> m {x: ¢^xE R}> O, 
where m denotes Lebesgue measure and R denotes the real numbers. 
Using DC, LM and the Fubini Theorem, it can be shown that a well- 
ordered union of sets of measure zero is again of measure zero. Hence, 
by (Q5'), the predicate a ~ On is a countableqike predicate of Th(M l ). 
Thus, we have 
Th(M l ) 1-- V*x Vow(C, ^  e ,~ On) -* Va V'x(@ ^  a E On). 
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Hence, as is pointed out in [6],  there exists an elementary extension N
ofM 1 having the same ordinals as M t such tixat N 1 has co 1 reals and 
every set of  positive measure in N 1 has co 1 elements. The existence of 
this model follows from Theorem 3,7. As Solovay further shows in [ 11 ], 
the models he constructs vatisfy an important uniformization property: 
every relation on the real numbers with domain of  positive Lebesgue 
measure can be uniformized almost everywhere by a Borel function. 
We shall denote this uniformization.property by UP, In terms of  the 
explicit generalized quantifier we can write this as 
(UP) M I ~V*xVv(O(x ,  v )^ ve  R)-~ VfV*x¢(x , f (x ) ) ,  
where f varies over the Borel fimctions. Thus the predicate ~2 ~ R is de- 
pendent on the se: H of Borei functions of the model M 1 . We can there- 
fore apply Theorem 5.1 to find an elementary extension N of M~ with 
the same ordinals and distinguished real b such that every real number 
of the extension i~ of the form l ' (b)  for some Bozel function f of the 
model Mr. Furthermore, the real b will be random over Mt - for, by 
(ii), b can lie in no null set of the model M l . 
Let us now also suppose that M 1 and hence the elementary extension 
N satisfy V = L [P(¢o)]. (We remark that i fM is a model o fZF  + DC + LM, 
then so is the inner model L [/)(co)] m .) With this additional assumption 
we can see that N is in fact the model L [P(co)] MlI~l , where M t [b] is 
the Cohen extension o fM 1 by the random real b; this follows from re- 
sults in [ 121 where it is shown that in the Cohen extension M 1 [bl 
every real is of the form f (b )  for some Borel function f in M l ; so the 
models N and M l [bl have the same ordinals and the same real numbers 
and it follows by induction on the ordinals o fM l that N and 
L[p(co)]t#l [t,I are the same model. Therefore~ for well-founded M 1 , if 
M 1 t= UP, then a random real determines an elementary extension of  
M ! . The converse is also true: if L [P(co)~ 11tl is an elementary exten- 
sion o fM l for r random over M l , then M l necessarily satisfies UP as 
also follows from Theorem 5°1 in the direction (2) ~, (1). (In fact, this 
last observation can be used to give an alternative proof that Solovay's 
model M 1 satisfies UP.) 
As a further example, let us consider models obtained in the following 
fashion. Let M 0 be a countable transitive ~-model of  ZF + V = L; let M:) 
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be obtained by adjoining a generic sequence ,t o , a 1 . . . . .  an . . . .  of Cohen 
generic subsets of co and a collecting set U. Thus 
M 2 = M0 [% ..... a n . . . .  ; U I  , 
where ai c 60, i = 0, 1 .... ~nd U = {a 0 ..... a n .... }. For details o f  this 
construction, see [3]. In [41, Halpern and Levy show that the Boolean 
Prime ideal Theorem holds in M 2 while the axiom of Choice fails in M 2 . 
The model so constructed satisfies: 
( 1 ) M 2 ~ U is a dedekind finite set; 
(2) M 2 ~ no dedekind finite subset o f  U is of the first category (as a 
subset of  2 ~ ); 
(3)M 2 ~V=L[{U}] .  
(By L [X] we mean the smallest ransitive model of  ZF containing all 
ordinals and every element of  the transitive closttre of X.) Recall that a 
set is dedek indf in i te  iff it is infinite and has no denumerably infinite 
subset. Clear',y every infinite subset of  a dedekind finite set is again 
dedekind finite. 
The theory of  the model M 2 admits the explicit generalized quantifier 
<~, x)  I-~ {x: x ~ U^ @} is dedekind finite. 
For this generalized quantifier the predicate a E On is again countable- 
like; to see this, one can use (Q5') and the fact that (in ZF) the well or- 
dered union of  finite subsets o f  P(co) is well orderable. Applying Theo- 
rem 3.1, we can conclude that M 2 has an elementary extension with the 
same ordinals and with co 1 real numbers. Moreover, the dedekind set U 
itself will have co I elements in this extension. 
Examining the symmetries in the forcing construction of the model 
M 2 , one sees that M 2 satisfies a uniformization principle for relations 
on U; every relation on U whose domain is dedekind finite can be uni- 
formized on a dedekind finite set either by a constant function or by 
the identity function. Let us call this UP'; in terms of  the generalized 
quantifier we can write this as 
(UP') M 2 I== V*x V'J(@(x, o) ^  o ~ U) -,. Vu V*x(@(x, o) 
^ uE U) vV*x@(x,x). 
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T'he predicate o ~ U is, ther-fore, dependent on the collection H consis- 
ting of  the constant functions on U and the identity function on U. We 
can thus construct, by Theorem 5.1, an elementary extension of M 2 
with the same ordinals and distinguished real b such that the only new 
element of U in the extension will be b itself. Hence, in this case, the 
extension will be one i;a which U is expanded by exactly one Cohen 
generic set - b is Cohen generic over M 2 by virtue of (2) and (ii). 
Furthermore, since V = L[{U}] continues to hold in the ex,ension and 
since ordinals are not changed, the extended model must coincide with 
the Cohen extension M 2 [b]. Therefore, here the method of Cohen for- 
cing and the method of generalized quantifiers will yield the same re- 
suit, as was the case with the previous example. 
In [61, models of  set theory are considered and the above models 
with to I real numbers are constructed. To this end Keislc ~ introduces 
the class WO** ; this class is defined in set theory by recursion on ordi- 
nals: 
x ~ WO O ~ x can be well ordered; 
x ~ WO ~+1 ,~ x = I.liElx i, where I~  WO O and x~ E WO ~ for all i ~ I; 
x E WO x , X = U~, ,~ x c WO '~ tbr some a < X; 
x ~ WO** ¢~" x ~ WO '~ for some ordinal ~. 
For the theory ZF + V ~ WO** (and thereby for all its extensions) we 
have the explicit generalized quantifier 
(~, x) ~ Vy(y  q~ WO ~* ^  Ax(x  ~ y -* ~)) ,  
where y is a variable not occurring in ~. Clearly, for this generlalized 
quantifier the predicate a ~ On is countable-like. The following shows 
that this quantifier a!'~ows tcr the smallest possible number of countable- 
tike predicates given '~hat ~ ~ Cn is to be countable-like. 
Theorem 5.2. Let T be an exte;~sion o f  ZF. Then T admits an explicit 
generalized quantifier for which ~ E On is countable-like i f and only i f  
T~ V 4: WO**. 
Proof. Suppose T has an explicit generalized quantifier V*x for which 
t~ ~ On is a countable-like predicate. We must have 
T ~- l e WO -, T V*i( i  e l)  . 
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By recursion on ordinals, we then obtain T !- X ~ WO** -~ 7V*x(~" ~_ X). 
On the other hand, T I-- V= Ut~onR(tz) ^V*x(x E If); hence, 
T I- Va V*x(x E R(tz)). So we conclude that T I-- VXV*x(x E X) and 
that T !- VA(X 6 WO** ). 
From this we see that the method of explicit generalized quantifiers 
can be applied to construct ordinal preserving elementa:-y extensions of 
a model of ZF set theory only when the model satisfies V ~: WO**. For 
well founded models an apparently stronger result can. also be seen to 
hold. (This result is also shown in [81 .) 
Theorem 5.3. Let M be a countable well j'ounded model ¢~f ZF. Then M 
has a proper elementary extension with the same ordinals if and only if  
M ~ V4: WO**. 
Proof. Suppose that M satisfies F = WO** and that N is a proper elemen- 
tary extension of M with the same ordinals. This will lead to a contradic- 
tion. Fora in IMI, define the rank efa,  r(a), to be the least ordinal a in 
IMI such that M ~ a E WOc'. There exist elements a in IMt such that in 
INI there are b ~ a with b not in IMI. Let A be such an element of IMI 
of least possible rank r(A ) - here we use the fact that M is well 
founded. Note that M ~ A 6 WO. Since M ~ A ~ WO**, there is an or- 
dinal ~ in M such that M ~ A = Ua < ~A a, where r(A ~) < r(A ) for all 
/~ </j. Since N is an elementary extension of M, we must also have 
N ~ A = Ua< tAn:But the ordinal ~ has the same elements in M and N 
by hypothesis and this is also true of the A a by virtue of the choice of 
A. Hence, by the axiom of extensionality, A can have no new elements 
in N, which is a contradiction. 
The abovt~ proof works for models 31 whe~ 3t ~ V = WOa and 
~ Iml is a standard ordinal. Question: Does there exist a non-well- 
founded model of ZF + V = WO** which has a proper elementary ex- 
tension with the same ordinals? 
Consider once more the model M 2 of ZF with the dedekind set 
U __c_ 2 `0 which satisfies UP'. Let U 0 and U! be subsets of U such that 
M 2 I= U 0 is dedekind finite ^  U l is dedekind finite 
^UonU l =¢, 
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We have two explicit generalized quantifiers for Th(M 2 ). V*x defined 
by 
($, x) ~ {x: $ ^ x ~ U o } is dedekind finite 
and V~x defined by 
(0, x) ~ {x: ~b ^  x ~ Ul} is dedekiad f inite. 
For both of  these quantifiers the predicate a ~ On is countable-like. 
Moreover, applying UP', we see that o ~ U 1 is countable-like for V+x 
and that v E U 0 is countable-like for V#x. Applying Theorem 3.7 of 
section 3 to M, with the quantifier V'x, we obtain a short uncountable 
model N 2 of i F  such that U'I v2 = U]II2 : so U~12 is countable although 
N 2 ~ U 1 ~ WO ® . 
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